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Abstract
STRUCTURAL AND ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF 
CARBON-BASED MATERIALS
Çetin Kılıç
Ph. D. in Physics 
Supervisor: Prof. Salim Çıracı 
June 2000
In this thesis, some carbon-based materials in nano scale have been investigated 
by using first-principles methods as well as transferable tight-binding and 
empirical potential models. The focus of interest has been in the cubane molecule 
among cage-like structures and in the carbon nanotubes among graphite-related 
materials. The first-principles calculations predict that cubane-like structures 
can exist for other group IV elements such as Si and Ge. The energetics and 
dynamics of such molecules has been studied. By performing quantum molecular 
dynamics simulations at high temperature a deformation path from cubane to 
cyclooctatetraene has been established. For solid cubane the structural and 
electronic properties and doping by alkali metal atoms have been studied. In the 
study of carbon nanotubes under pressure some new carbon forms due to covalent 
bonding between the neighboring tubes has been identified. It has been shown 
that the electronic structure of single wall carbon nanotubes is affected by radial 
deformations. For example, some zigzag nanotubes have been found to experience 
semiconductor-to-metal transition as a result of compression. Exploiting this 
property, it has been shown that variable and reversible quantum structures can
be realized on a single carbon nanotube. Finally, other quantum structures which 
can lead to novel nano-scale molecular devices have been proposed.
K eyw ords: Cubane molecule, Solid cubane. Carbon nanotubes. Quantum 
molecular dynamics. Electronic structure calculations
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KARBON-TEMELLI MATERYALLERİN YAPISAL VE 
ELEKTRONİK ÖZELLİKLERİ
Çetin Kılıç
Fizik Doktora
Tez Yöneticisi: Prof. Salim Çıracı
Haziran 2000
Bu tezde, ilk prensiplere dayalı metodlar ve ayrıca sıkı-bağlanma ve empirik 
potansiyel modeller kullanılarak karbon-temelli materyaller nano skalada in­
celendi. ilgi odağı kafes benzeri yapılar arasında kübane molekülünde ve 
grafit-temelli materyaller arasında karbon nanotüplerdedir. İlk prensiplere 
dayalı hesaplar kübane benzeri yapıların Si ve Ge gibi diğer grup IV elementleri 
için de var olabileceklerini öngörüyor. Yüksek sıcaklıkta kuvantum moleküler 
dinamik simülasyonları yapılarak kübane’den cyciooctatetraene’e bir dönüşüm 
yolu belirlendi. Kübane katisının yapısal ve elektronik özellikleriyle birlikte alkali 
metal atomlarıyla katkılanması incelendi. Karbon nanotüplerin basınç altında 
incelendiği çalışmada komşu nanotüpler arasında kovalent bağ kurulmasına 
binaen yeni karbon formları belirlendi. Tek duvarlı karbon nanotüplerin 
elektronik yapısının radyal deformasyonlardan etkilendiği gösterildi. Mesela, 
bazı zigzag nanotüplerin baskı sonucunda yarıiletkenlikten metalliğe geçiş 
gösterdiği bulundu. Bu özellik kullanılarak değişebilir ve geri dönümlü kuvantum 
yapılarının bir karbon nanotüp üzerinde var edilebileceği gösterildi. Son olarak.
111
nano skalada aykırı moleküler aygıtlara imkan tanıyacak başka kuvantum 
yapıları önerildi.
Anahtar
sözcükler: Kübane molekülü, Katı kübane, Karbon nanotüpler, Kuvan­
tum moleküler dinamik, Elektronik yapı hesapları
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Among all elements carbon attracts a great deal of interest in chemistry and 
physics. It exhibits the ability of forming sp, sp^ and sp^ hybrids depending 
upon the local environment. Allotropes of carbon then possess structures of any 
dimensionality. Some of them are listed according to dimension in Table 1.1, 
with the corresponding hybridization that carbon orbitals form. Carbon is of 
high interest in condensed matter physics due to its diverse physical properties. 
Considering only electronic properties for the moment, note that the allotropes 
that have mainly sp^ hybridization can be metal, semimetal and semiconductor 
depending on the atomic coordination. Consequently, by variation of the local 
coordination it is possible to have pure carbon materials having both metallic 
and semiconducting regions. Similar considerations made many researchers from 
various disciplines assume carbon as an exceptional “building block” to design 
high-tech materials. This idea is exploited in Chapter 3 to predict that multiple 
quantum structures can be realized on an individual carbon nanotube.^
Carbon has uniquely many forms in the phase diagram even though some of 
them are only theoretical predictions. Figure 1.1 illustrates a recently proposed 
phase diagram of carbon.^ In this diagram, the “low pressure-low temperature” 
region is rather well established due to experimental evidence for the boundary 
between graphite and diamond. The phases at high pressure and/or high 
temperature are determined by first-principles molecular dynamics simulations.^
1
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DIMENSION
ALLOTROPE
0
FULLERENE
(sp2)
CARBON
BLACK
1
NANOTUBE
(sp2)
CARBYNE
(sp)
GRAPHITE
(sp2)
CARBON
FIBER
DIAMOND
(sp3)
AMORPHOUS
CARBON
Table 1.1; Allotropes of carbon. Appropriate hybrid orbitals are indicated in 
parenthesis.
The highest pressure attained to 1996 was less than 10 Mbar, so distorted 
diamond structure^ (BC-8) and metallic simple cubic phases are only theoretical 
predictions. One can argue that simulation of experimentally unattainable 
conditions might be useless for today’s material science. It is, nevertheless, 
clearly important for geophysics and planetary sciences. In fact, the diagram 
in Fig. 1.1 covers the intermediate conditions between the ones inside Earth and 
the ones inside Jupiter.^ The “high pressure” and/or “high temperature” ends 
of the carbon phase diagram have not completely been determined, and there 
is active research on pursuing new carbon forms under such extreme conditions. 
Although the conditions considered in this thesis are rather usual, in Chapter 3 
new carbon forms'* are predicted via compression of carbon nanotubes.
The abundant natural allotrope, graphite, is of special importance in the 
carbon research. During first few decades of the last century every development 
of a new technique for high-pressure research was soon followed by an attempt 
to convert graphite to diamond. Unfortunately, until 1950s, all such attempts 
produced only the statement that “graphite is nature’s best spring” .^  The direct 
(i.e. without catalyst) conversion was achieved in 1960s, however, only at 
high temperature. In the meantime, carbon fibers had already been used in 
space and aircraft industry for building light and strong composite materials. 
Development of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite®’^  (HOPG) in 1962 provided 
efficient characterization of graphite-related materials. To the end of millennium, 
graphite-related materials have drawn the attention of science community once 
more, but this time in atomic scale. Since the discovery of fullerene molecules*^
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Figure 1.1: Phase diagram of carbon.^ N refers to average atomic coordination 
in liquid phase.
in 1985, carbon-based cage-like structures have been among subjects on which 
there are continuing, active research. Fullerene molecules are either spherical or 
ellipsoidal having an aspect ratio either unity or close to unity. Since fullerenes 
are normally considered as zero dimensional systems, theoretical physicist had 
curiosity for much larger aspect ratios which imply one dimensional systems. ^  
Such one dimensional molecules have been observed in 1991 as tubules capped 
by two hemispheres at both ends,^° and they are now called carbon nanotubes 
due to nano-scale size and tubular structure. The study of carbon nanotubes 
has progressed very rapidly, and it appears that it will continue for some time. 
Besides rapid progress in the nanotube research in 1990s, “cubane” molecule had 
just attracted renewed interest due to its unusual properties in the solid state. 
With the experience gained from the studies of graphite, the present thesis is 
devoted two carbon-based materials, i.e. the cubane molecule (among cage-like 
structures) and and the carbon nanotube (among graphite-related materials).
Consequently, this thesis has two major chapters between the introduction 
(Chapter 1) and the conclusion (Chapter 4). In Chapter 2, first-principles
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calculations are presented to elucidate the nature of the bonding, stability, 
energetics and dynamics of individual XsHg molecules (X =  C, Si, Ge). The 
electronic energy levels and the energy gap between the lowest unoccupied 
molecular orbital (LUMO) and the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) 
are also calculated, and all these molecules are insulator. The results are in good 
agreement with the experimental data that exists for cubane (CsHg). The trends 
among these molecules are found to resemble those prevailing in the bulk solids 
of C, Si and Ge. The intramolecular vibrational spectrum of these molecules are 
also calculated. The transferability of various phenomenological potentials and a 
tight-binding model is tested by using the inelastic neutron scattering (INS) data 
for cubane. Unlike such empirical models, first-principles calculations of the INS 
spectrum agree well with the experimental data. High temperature dynamics 
and fragmentation of XsHg molecules are studied by the quantum molecular 
dynamics method which shows that at high temperatures cubane is transformed 
to the eightfold ring structure of cyclooctatetraene. Next, the electronic and 
structural properties of solid cubane are investigated by self-consistent field 
total energy calculations. Structural parameters and the energetics of both the 
low temperature, orientationally ordered and high temperature orientationally 
disordered or plastic phases of solid cubane are determined. Short range chemical 
interactions are found to play a dominant role in the cohesion of this molecular 
crystal. The valence band of solid cubane is derived from the molecular states; 
the energy gap between LUMO and HOMO bands is rather large due to the 
saturated carbon atoms. The effect of the alkali-atom doping on the electronic 
energy bands is investigated. It is found that the metallic band of the doped 
cubane is derived from the undoped solid cubane’s lowest conduction band with 
a significant contribution from the alkali-atom. In Chapter 3, first a brief review 
of the structural and electronic properties of carbon nanotubes is presented. 
Then, new forms of carbon consisting of one and two dimensional networks 
of interlinked single wall carbon nanotubes are predicted by carrying out first- 
principles calculations. Some of these structures are found to be energetically 
more stable than van der Waals packing of the nanotubes on a hexagonal
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lattice. These interlinked nanotubes are further transformed with higher applied 
external pressures to more dense and complicated stable structures, in which 
curvature-induced carbon sp^ re-hybridizations are formed. The energetics of 
the bond formation between nanotubes and the electronic properties of these 
predicted novel structures are also discussed. Next, it is shown that the band 
gap of a semiconducting single wall carbon nanotube decreases and eventually 
vanishes leading to metalization as a result of increasing radial deformation. 
This sets in a band offset between the undeformed and deformed regions of a 
single nanotube. Based on the superlattice calculations by using a transferable 
tight-binding model, it is shown that these features can be exploited to realize 
various quantum well structures on a single nanotube with variable and reversible 
electronic properties. These quantum structures and nanodevices incorporate 
mechanics and electronics.
To the end of 20th century technological developments make modeling of 
atomistic systems be crucial for condensed matter physics. The quantum theory 
seems to give a complete description in the realm of atoms when compared to 
experiment. Using fast computers and efficient computational algorithms, at 
present one can solve many quantum-mechanical problems spending a reasonable 
amount of time. Considering the fact that to obtain an analytical solution is 
often almost impossible for real-world systems, it is not surprising to see that 
computational physics and condensed matter physics coincide at many places. 
In connection to these, many modern computational methods are naturally 
employed in this thesis to study physical properties of the atomistic systems under 
investigation. In the appendices, certain issues on these methods are described 
in the framework of condensed matter physics, emphasizing important remarks 
related to only the present implementations because the whole area is progressing 
rapidly, and is clearly beyond the scope of this thesis. The software developed 
by others and the mathematical algorithms involved are referred to literature 
since they are well documented. It is clear that these kind of efforts are not 
only to reproduce experimental data but also to predict new physical properties. 
Besides, they are of physical importance because modeling of atomistic systems
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requires a deep understanding of fundamental interactions between all relevant 
particles. As a matter of fact, modeling is based on an adequate formulation of 
the interaction energy which lead to a sufficiently accurate means of calculating 
the total energy. Any physical property can then be calculated by suitable 
mathematical operations, i.e. differentiation of the total energy with respect 
to a relevant variable. Moreover, the dynamics of atomistic systems can also 
be studied under various conditions using the tools of statistical mechanics. 
The constant temperature molecular dynamics is described in the appendix of 
Chapter 2 as an example.
Chapter 2
Cubane Molecule and Solid 
Cubane
Cubane (CsHg) is one of the most interesting and unique cage-like structures of 
carbon based molecules. As the name “cubane” implies, it is an atomic scale 
realization of a cube, i.e. eight carbon atoms are arranged at the corners of a 
cube with single hydrogen atoms bonded to each carbon atom along the cube 
body diagonals (see Fig. 2.1). Because this structure possess a large amount 
of stored energy, before its synthesis by Eaton and Cole^ ® in 1964 there was 
doubt that such an immensely strained molecule could even held together.^® Since 
then and especially after it was recognized as a suitable candidate to design new 
high-energy materials and pharmaceuticals^^ in early 1980s, the cubane molecule 
is a subject of active research; not only in academic community but also in 
military, medical and industrial communities. In 1964 Fleischer^® showed that 
cubane forms a stable solid at room temperature with a crystalline structure 
composed of cubane molecules occupying corners of the rhombohedral primitive 
unit cell. Because of relatively weak intermolecular interaction the cohesive 
energy relative to the constituent CsHg is expected to be small, and most of 
the physical properties of solid cubane are dominated by the properties of CsHs 
molecule. Then, the cubic molecular geometry gives the solid many unusual 
properties compared to the other hydrocarbons.
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Figure 2.1: Cubane molecule in its standard orientation. Dark and large spheres 
represent carbon atoms, while small and grey spheres represent hydrogen atoms. 
The cubic structure is uniquely characterized by two bond lengths: dec  and dcH-
In cubane molecule (since eight carbon atoms are arranged at the corners of 
a cube) the C-C-C bond angle is 90° rather than 109.5° normally found in the 
tetrahedral sp^ bonding of group IV elements. This bond bending introduces a 
high strain energy of 6.5 eV in each cubane molecule. The cubane structure 
corresponds to a local minimum on the Born-Oppenheimer energy surface, so 
that transitions to other structures with lower lying minima would be extremely 
exothermic. Because of its high heat of formation and high density, the cubane 
molecule and its derivatives have been considered to be ideal candidates for 
novel high energetic materials. Indeed, nitro-substituted forms, e.g. 1,3,5,7- 
tetranitrocubane, of cubane have already been synthesized and are expected to 
be suitable candidates for explosive materials.
2.1 CgHg, SigHg and GegHg M olecules
The structural and dynamical properties of solid cubane and related materials 
have recently attracted renewed interest in areas of physics, inorganic chemistry
and organometallics.^h20-23 silicon and germanium exhibit bulk properties
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similar to diamond, one may expect SigHs and GegHg to have equally interesting 
properties. In fact, SigHg and GegHg have yet to be synthesized, though analogues 
with other chemical groups replacing the hydrogens are known in inorganic 
chemistry. For example, the highly symmetrical octahydridosileisesquioxane 
(Si8H80i2) has a structure similar to that of cubane but distorted due to 
additional oxygen atoms located between silicon atoms.
In this section, the structural, electronic and vibrational properties of XgHg 
molecules (X = C, Si, Ge) are investigated by performing first-principles 
calculations. The results obtained from both local basis and plane wave methods 
are in good agreement with the experimental data that exists for cubane (CgHg). 
The trends among these molecules are reminiscent of those prevailing in the bulk 
solids of C, Si and Ge. Furthermore, constant temperature quantum molecular 
dynamics calculations are carried out to examine the behavior of these molecules 
at high temperatures. In this way, it is expected to reveal transformations 
of XgHg to more stable structures. The present analysis, indeed, shows that 
cubane is transformed to the eight-fold ring structure of cyclooctatetraene at high 
temperature. Note that this kind of study contributes to the understanding of 
the design and control of strained molecular systems, and corroborates continuing 
attempts to create new cubane-based materials with novel properties.
The present study includes first-principles calculations using both local 
orbitals and pseudopotential plane wave basis sets. In the first category, either 
standard Gaussian basis sets (e.g. 6-31G*) or others suitable for effective core 
potentials (i.e. LanL2DZ and CEP-31G*) were used. GAUSSIAN94 package^® 
were used to perform (i) self-consistent-field (SCF) calculations with restricted 
Hartree-Fock (RHF) method and perturbation theory to second order (MP2), 
and (ii) density functional theory (DFT) methods within the local spin density 
approximation (LSDA) with Slater exchange and correlation potential given by 
Vosko et al. (VWN).^^ Other forms of correlation potential given by Lee et al. 
(nonlocal, LYP)^® and Perdew (gradient corrected, P86)^^ were also used. Further 
variations on these calculations employed Becke’s three parameter hybrid form 
(B3LYP)®° which also has some nonlocal corrections for correlation. In the second
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category of calculations, an artificial periodicity, and hence a reciprocal lattice, 
was introduced by placing the molecule in a large cubic supercell (20 a.u. on 
a side) that was repeated periodically in three dimensions. The wave functions 
were expressed as a linear combination of plane waves, i.e.
Φ (k,r) =  5;C'k+Ge'('^+^)·^
G
in momentum space with a kinetic energy cut-off |k + G p < 50 Ry. Generalized 
norm-conserving ionic pseudo-potentials^^ with Kleinman-Bylander projectors'^ 
and a simplified form of generalized gradient approximation (GGA) given by 
Perdew et al. (PBE) were used.^^
2.1.1 Atomic and Electronic Structure
In the calculations with Gaussian basis sets, the molecular XsHs structures were 
optimized by keeping the Oh symmetry invariant while varying the bond lengths 
dxx and dxii· Structural optimizations were performed by minimizing the total 
energy. The electronic states and the total energy Ex^Us were calculated for the 
optimized structures, and from these the formation energy
Ep = Ex^Us -  ^{Ex +  Eh) (2.1)
and the energy gap between the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) 
and the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)
Eg = £^ lumo — i^ HOMO (2.2)
were obtained. In the pseudopotential plane wave calculations the structures 
were optimized using the quantum molecular dynamics method (QMD)^"  ^ where 
no constraint on the symmetry was imposed.
Table 2.1 shows the optimized values of the structural parameters (dxx and 
<^xh) and the formation energies Ep of the XsHs molecules, which were calculated 
by using LanL2DZ basis with the B3LYP exchange-correlation potential and 
pseudopotential plane wave methods. The optimized values of structural
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X C Si Ge
dxx (A) 1.589 (1.558) 2.418 (2.356) 2.556 (2.437)
dxH (Á) 1.089 (1.097) 1.486 (1.485) 1.553 (1.514)
Ef (Ha) -3.11 -2.09 -1.82
Table 2.1: Optimized values of the bond lengths dxx and dxn and formation 
energies Ei? of XsHs molecules calculated by using LanL2DZ basis with the 
B3LYP exchange-correlation potential. Numbers shown in the parenthesis are 
obtained from quantum molecular dynamics using pseudopotentials with a plane- 
wave basis.
Bond length (A) I II III Exp.®®
dec 1.565 1.589 1.551 1.562
dcH 1.094 1.089 1.098 1.097
Table 2.2; Optimized and experimental values of bond lengths: The values in 
column I are obtained from quantum molecular dynamics calculations^® using 
generalized Hamann pseudopotential with cutoff energy 60 Ry. Column II 
corresponds to ab initio calculations®® using LanL2DZ basis set with B3LYP 
exchange-correlation energy. Column III corresponds to supercell method 
calculations®^ using a soft-pseudopotential with cutoff energy ~  liO Ry.
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parameters obtained by three different calculations are compared to experimental 
data obtained from electron diffraction and microwave spectroscopy^^ in 
Table. 2.2. In plane wave calculations the optimum size of the supercell and 
the value of the cutoff energy were determined by extensive analysis. Comparing 
the values in Tables 2.1 and 2.2, it is noticed that the optimized C-C and C-H 
bond lengths are changed ~  0.3% upon increasing the cutoff energy from 50 Ry 
to 60 Ry. In local basis calculations various basis sets and exchange-correlation 
potentials were used, and the percentage deviation between the calculated and 
experimental values of dec (den) was found to be about one percent in all cases. 
Note that the bond length dxx  increases as the atomic number of X increases. 
Interestingly, the dxx  bond lengths calculated by the pseudopotential plane wave 
method are nearly the same as the tetrahedral bond lengths in the corresponding 
diamond structures. The bond lengths are slightly overestimated by the local 
basis set calculations. Like the cohesive energy of tetrahedrally coordinated 
(elemental) semiconductors the energy of formation Ep decreases by going from 
CsHs to GesHs.
The energy levels of the electronic states are summarized in Fig. 2.2 where 
the energy gaps are also given. Note that the width of the valence states (i.e. the 
energy difference between the highest and the lowest occupied valence states) 
for CgHs, SisHs and GegHs are 18.3, 11.14 and 11.13 eV, respectively. For 
the energy gap and the width of the valence states, again we obtain similar 
trends to those existing for the diamond crystal structures of C, Si and Ge,
i.e. both decrease on going from CsHg to GesHg. For CgHg it should be 
noticed that Eg is overestimated by the RHF method (predicting Eg =  15.48 
eV for) and is underestimated by pseudopotential plane wave calculations within 
the LDA (Eg ~  5 eV). Underestimating the gap is a well-known limitation in 
LDA calculations. The energy gap predicted by DFT calculation with B3LYP 
exchange-correlation potential for CgHg results in a reasonable value of Eg =  8.6 
eV.
Interestingly the order of the molecular orbitals is almost unchanged with X 
= C, Si and Ge (except the consecutive Ea^  ^ and F?o2u levels are switched in SigHg
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Figure 2.2: Electronic energy level structure (top) and LUMO-HOMO gap 
(bottom) of XgHs molecules calculated by using LanL2DZ basis with the B3LYP 
exchange-correlation potential. The uppermost tiu level corresponds to the triply 
degenerate LUMO, and the below is the t 2g HOMO.
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Figure 2.3: Isosurfaces of the HOMO and the LUMO of XsHs molecules. The 
values of the wave functions on the isosurface of the molecular orbitals are CgHs: 
|'0HOMo| = 0.26(0.45); |'í/'lumo| 0.13(0.48). SisHs: |'0homo| — 0.13(0.188); 
I^ LUMol =  0.075(0.152). GegHg: |V’homo| =  0.13(0.17); |^ lumo| =  0.075(0.147). 
The numbers in parenthesis are the maximum amplitude of the wave functions.
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and GegHs). This indicates that most of the orbitals are mainly determined by the 
Oh symmetry of the molecules. In fact, it was shown^® that in a minimal basis 
set treatment several of the molecular orbitals are symmetry-determined. For 
example, the e<, and t 2u orbitals that occur only once among the occupied states 
(see Fig. 2.2) are symmetry determined combinations of CC orbitals with no CH 
admixture.^® Similarly the a2u orbital is derived from a linear combination of CH 
orbitals with no CC contribution. The high symmetry of the XsHs molecules 
therefore makes it possible to understand the molecular orbital splitting pattern 
in terms of interactions between CC and CH orbitals localized mainly on two 
centers. This is easily seen by inspecting the isosurface of the molecular orbitals. 
In Fig. 2.3 the wave functions of the HOMO and LUMO are plotted. The HOMO 
of CsHs is quite different from those of SigHg and GesHg, and the values of the 
isosurface are almost 50% less for SigHg and GegHg than CgHg. However, in all 
cases, it is mainly a linear combination of two centered XX and XH orbitals. 
While the HOMO of CgHg has both CC and CH contributions, the HOMO’s 
of SigHg and GegHg are derived mainly by eight XX mixtures. Also note that 
in SigHg and GegHg, the isosurface of the HOMO is pushed away from the line 
connecting the X atoms. This is an indication of weak bonding and highly- 
strained cubane structure. By contrast, the LUMO’s of the three XgHg molecules 
look somewhat similar.
2.1.2 Vibrational Spectrum
Because of the unique bonding geometry of cubane, it is important to understand 
its vibrational spectrum. The cubane molecule (CgHg) has 3 x (8 8) =  48
degrees of freedom, 3 of which are translational modes of the molecule, and 3 
of which correspond to rotations of the molecule. Thus there are 42 internal 
degrees of freedom and therefore 42 individual vibrational eigenmodes. Because 
of the highly symmetric structure of the molecule, these eigenmodes have only 
18 distinct frequencies; i.e. 2x( 2A -|- 5T -|- 2E). The only infrared (IR) active 
modes are the three Ti„ modes, and the observation of just three strong bands
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in the IR spectrum^^ confirms the Oh symmetry of the molecule. The Raman 
active modes are the two Ai^ modes, the two E,, modes, and the four T 2g modes. 
This leaves 15 so-called “silent” modes: two A2u, two E^, one Ti^, and two T2u· 
As a complementary approach the inelastic neutron scattering (INS) method 
was employed to measure the vibrational spectrum of CgHg.'*® Indeed, in the 
next section, the INS spectrum is reproduced by first-principles calculations that 
enable one to identify Eu, T 2g, E  ^ and Ti^ modes.
The vibrational modes were calculated not only for CsHg but also SisHg 
and GegHs and their symmetry assignments were determined by analyzing the 
displacement eigenvectors of the modes. The energies of the vibrational modes 
and their symmetry assignments, calculated using the LanL2DZ basis with the 
B3LYP exchange-correlation, are shown in Fig. 2.4. The spectrum of XgHg 
molecules consists of four different kind of vibrational modes, assigned to X- 
X-X bending, X-X stretching, X-X-H bending, and X-H stretching modes; the 
latter vibrations have the highest energies in the spectrum. The energy range of 
these four types of modes and the range of the entire spectrum decreases with 
increasing atomic number of the element X in the molecule much faster than the 
expected rate (i.e. \ j \ fM  for a harmonic X-X stretch). For example, the ratio 
of the X-X stretch modes of CgHg to that of SigHg and GegHg are about 2.3 and 
3.8, respectively. These values are much higher than the expected ratios from 
mass renormalization of 1.53 and 2.44, respectively. This is an indication that 
the X-X bonding is becoming considerably weaker as the atomic mass increases 
from C to Ge. Similarly, there is a considerable decrease in the energies of the 
X-H stretch modes (~  42 %) of SigHg and GegHg, that is solely due to weak 
bonding between X and H. However unlike the X-X bonding, the X-H bond 
strengths are very similar in the cases of Si and Ge. Also note that the X-H 
stretching mode energies are roughly inversely proportional to the corresponding 
X-H bond lengths.
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Figure 2.4; Vibrational mode frequencies (in cm“ )^ of the XsHg molecules and 
their symmetry assignments calculated with the LanL2DZ basis and the B3LYP 
exchange-correlation.
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2.1.3 Inelastic Neutron Scattering Study of CsHs 
Molecule
Cubane has experimentally been studied by Raman and infrared 
spectroscopy.^^’^ ’^^  ^ However, even though the resolutions of these techniques 
are quite good (of order 0.2 meV, compared to 1-10 meV in neutron scattering), 
they can only probe q =  0 modes and they are also subject to selection rules. 
Therefore, information from such techniques is limited. The inelastic neutron 
scattering (INS) method, on the other hand, is a complementary approach 
which probes the modes at all q-values without any selection rules. Hence, the 
scattered neutron intensity contains valuable information about the eigenvectors 
of the vibrations. Theoretical calculations can then be judged by comparing 
the experimental INS spectrum with not only the mode energies, but also the 
eigenmode intensities (which are more difficult to predict). Measurement of silent 
modes is also important in this respect. Although several approaches have been 
employed to accomplish experimental determination of silent mode frequencies 
(including observations of weak peaks in IR and Raman spectra due to 
impurities, crystal fields and combination modes^^’^ ’^^ )^ neutron spectroscopy 
is perhaps the most useful one since it is not subject to any selection rules. '^* 
For all these, in this thesis it is attempted to reproduce INS spectrum to check 
adequacy of various theoretical calculations.
INS measurements were performed by Yildirim et al.^  ^ at the NIST Center 
for Neutron Research. The measured inelastic scattering spectrum is shown in 
Fig. 2.5. The lowest observed peak is at an energy of 75 meV, almost six times 
higher than that of the highest energy lattice mode.“^  ^ The inset to Fig. 2.5 shows 
four particular modes which are identified from first-principles calculations. The 
lowest energy mode (E^) is the one where two opposing faces of the cubane 
molecule twist with respect to each other. The second lowest mode (T2<,) at 
82.5 meV is one where the square shape of two opposing faces is distorted into 
a diamond shape. At high energies, the resolution is not good enough to resolve 
the multiple peaks. It is interesting to note that the highest H-bending frequency
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Figure 2.5: Measured inelastic scattering spectrum of solid cubane. The peaks 
are labeled according to the first-principles calculations. The inset shows four 
typical vibrational modes at different energies.
is lower significantly than for most other hydrocarbons.
Within the independent molecule and incoherent approximations, the 
observed quantity for one-phonon scattering in neutron energy loss may be 
written as'*'^ :
dQdE (2.3)i=l(jJ
where (jj, Mi and are the total bound scattering cross section, the
mass and the Debye-Waller amplitude of atom i, respectively, and ejj(q) is 
its eigenvector component. Here, ki and kf are the initial and final neutron
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wave vectors, respectively. A^moi is the total number of molecules and n(o;) 
is the Bose factor. To the extent that kf is much smaller than kj (which is 
normally the case for the type of spectrometer used in the present measurements) 
^  is approximately independent of u>. Then the observed intensity in a low 
temperature experiment is approximately proportional to the phonon density of 
states. The averaging of |Q · occurs within the region of Q-space sampled 
by the spectrometer when it is set to detect neutrons whose energy transfer is 
hu), and it includes an average over Q if the sample is a powder.
The normal mode and INS spectrum calculations have been performed 
using three different approaches: a widely-used phenomenological potential, a 
transferable tight-binding model, and a first-principles calculation. Table 2.3 
summarizes the equilibrium structure and the vibrational energies obtained from 
the models as well as the experimental values, where the last row indicates average 
percentage error per mode
1
N.mod
^ l^^cal ^exp I
exp
where and are the observed and calculated mode energies, respectively, 
di is the degeneracy, and A^mod is the number of modes, i.e. A^mod = 42.
Despite rapid developments in computers and computational techniques, 
empirical potentials are still widely used in a broad range of systems due to 
a need for large-scale simulations. Hence, it is interesting to know how well 
the empirical potentials work for a molecule as highly strained as cubane. 
First a phenomenological potentiaF^ derived by Musgrove and Pople has been 
implemented, in which the potential for the atom i is
K =  ^X) k r i A r i j ) “^  +  k g ( A $ i j k ) ' ^  + 0^ X) k r g ( A r i j  +  A r i k ) A 9 j i k
-t- Y  krrAvijArik +  rl Y  kooA9jikA0kiu (2.4)
k>j l>k>j
where the summation is over the nearest-neighbor atoms only, and Ar.j and A9jik 
are the changes in the length of the i — j  bond and angle between the i — j  and 
i — k bonds, respectively. The values for the parameters k.., kg, Kg. Kr, and kgg
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has been taken Ref. 45. This potential does not yield a satisfactory result for the 
INS spectrum. The optimized structure and the molecular vibrations of cubane 
has also been calculated using a generic potential model called COMPASS.'*® Like 
many force-field models, the functionals used in COMPASS have valence and non­
bonding interaction terms. The valence terms represent the internal coordinates 
of the bond lengths (b), bond angles (0), torsion angle (0), etc. The cross terms 
of two or three internal coordinates are also included in COMPASS, and play an 
important role in predicting the vibrational frequencies. The non-bonding terms 
are the Coulomb and van der Waals interactions. Details of the potential and the 
numerical values of the parameters used in COMPASS can be found in Ref. 46. 
The results obtained from this potential using all the terms are summarized in 
Table 2.3. The bond lengths as well as the frequencies agree very nicely with 
the experimental data. However, despite the large number of parameters and 
terms in this potential model, the agreement of the calculated spectrum with the 
measured one is not good enough to make an unambiguous assignment of the 
modes (see Fig. 2.6). The INS spectrum was also calculated by using only the 
bond stretching and bond bending terms in COMPASS. The result was similar 
to that obtained using all terms except that there was only one feature below 90 
meV. Through addition of cross terms the best agreement is obtained when the 
torsion-bend-bend term is included in the potential. Thus, the potential model 
with the minimum number of terms has the form:
-  rîr + K { r - 9 : r + z  -ei')cos(<t.)
6,n=2,3,4 a,n=2,3,4
(2.5)
The INS spectrum obtained using only these three terms is also shown in Fig. 2.6. 
The cross term is essential to reproduce the lowest energy modes below 90 meV. 
The overall agreement with the intensities is fair, but it is still not good enough 
to make an unambiguous assignment of the modes.
The interest in semi-empirical models is due to their relatively accurate 
description of a wide range of systems without the time and computation efforts 
required of first-principles calculations. For hydrocarbons, where the covalent
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Quantity COM TB 6-31G DNP
d c-c 1.538 1.678 1.568 1.571 1.562
dc-ii 1.102 1.089 1.105 1.096 1.097
Ai, (R) 385.4 404.3 384.1 380.2 371.3
T,„ (IR) 384.6 401.7 381.1 377.8 369.2
Aau 384.6 400.0 378.6 375.6 369.2
T2,  (R) 384.4 400.4 379.9 377.0 368.2
Ti„ (IR) 166.6 170.0 152.6 151.3 152.5
T2» (R) 162.1 155.2 146.4 144.5 146.6
Eu 150.2 152.6 141.3 139.7 142.7
T i. 151.6 145.3 138.1 138.1 140.1
E, (R) 124.5 150.4 138.0 133.4 134.3
T2w 134.8 142.5 131.1 126.9 128.4
Ai, (R) 122.4 171.3 129.7 123.3 124.2
E, (R) 110.0 114.3 115.1 110.0 113.1
Ti„ (IR) 111.4 117.7 108.5 103.7 105.8
A2u 140.6 149.0 117.3 125.5 104.0
T2u 110.7 106.3 104.7 100.2 102.8
T2,  (R) 102.0 100.0 103.4 99.9 101.8
T22 (R) 76.4 97.2 80.1 80.7 82.5
Eu 64.4 80.3 72.7 73.7 76.5
% error 3.28 4.93 2.19 2.13 -
Table 2.3: Vibrational mode energies of cubane (in meV) from model calculations 
and measurements. The left column indicates the symmetry of the modes and the 
Raman(R) and infrared (IR) activities. The symbols COM, TB, 6-31G, and DNP 
correspond to respectively the phenomenological potential model COMPASS, 
tight-binding model, first-principles calculations with GAUSSIAN94 using 6-31G 
basis and DMOL using DNP basis.
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Figure 2.6: Comparison of the (a) experimental INS data of cubane with spectra 
calculated using (b) the generic empirical potential model COMPASS with only 
stretch (r), bend {9) and a cross term torsion-bend-bend {(¡) — 9 — 9) which is 
essential to produce the lowest two modes, and (c) with all terms, and (d) a 
transferable tight-binding model for hydrocarbons.
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bonds are very strong and directional, it has been shown that a minimumal basis 
tight-binding Hamiltonian works very well for both the structural and vibrational 
properties of a wide variety of systems.^^’^® In these models, the tight-binding 
Hamiltonian usually includes only the 2s and 2p valence electrons of carbon and 
the Is electron of hydrogen, and has the form;
(2.6)
a , I
where i and j  label the atoms and a and ¡3 label the atomic orbitals. is the 
atomic orbital energy of atom i and orbital a+ (a) denotes Fermi creation 
(annihilation) operator.
The cohesive energy of the system is defined as
Ecoh — EyaX -f 'Y, ij) — Y^E .
i<j  1
atom) (2.7)
Ey^ ] is the valence energy and F^ core the screened ion-ion interaction between 
atom i and j , and £'atom is the reference energy of the isolated atom i in 
the dissociation limit. The electronic hopping matrix elements ta,is(r) and the 
core repulsive interactions F^ core(^ ) have been parameterized for their distance 
dependence. The valence energy is calculated as
■^val ^ P U (2.8)
where n¿ is the occupation number of the molecular orbital i and U is a parameter 
for Hubbard-like repulsion. Wang and Mak^^ tested the transferability of this 
model to a large number of hydrocarbons by comparison to both ab initio 
calculations and experimental data. The model correctly reproduced changes in 
the electronic configuration as a function of the local bonding geometry around 
each carbon atom. The vibrational spectrum of cubane has been calculated by 
using this model without any adjustments. Prom Table 2.3 it is clear that the 
overall agreement with the experimental vibrational mode energies is reasonable. 
However, as was the case for the empirical potential models, the tight-binding 
model does not reproduce the features observed in the INS spectrum well enough
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to identify the modes. The biggest failure occurs for the lowest mode, which 
is missing in the tight-binding model. It appears that this result could not be 
significantly improved simply by changing the values of the parameters in the 
tight-binding model. This is because the interactions in the model are pair­
wise and, as we showed previously, a three-body type of interaction is needed to 
reproduce the lowest doublet in the observed spectrum.
The vibrational spectrum of a cubane molecule has also been calculated within 
the framework of the density functional theory (DFT). This has been done using 
two different approaches, GAUSSIAN94^® and DMOL®° in order to examine the 
efficiency and accuracy of different type of basis sets used in DFT within the local 
density approximation (LDA). In DMOL calculations a first-principles density- 
functional approach was employed with analytic energy g rad ie n ts .T h e  Hedin- 
Lundqvist form was used for the exchange-correlation energy of the electron 
within the LDA. The calculation was performed with a double-numerical basis 
set augmented with polarization (DNP). Geometry optimization was carried out 
using the conjugate-gradient technique.®^ The dynamical matrix was obtained 
by calculating the forces exerted on all the atoms in the molecule when one 
atom is displaced in the x ,y  and z directions by a distance of 0.03 A. Both 
positive and negative displacements were considered to minimize the effects of 
anharmonicity. In GAUSSIAN94 calculations, the 6-31G basis was used with a 
Slater local spin density exchange and P86 correlation functional. For both the 
geometry optimization and frequency calculations, the full point group symmetry 
of cubane molecule, i.e. Oh, was used. Hence, there are only two degrees 
of freedom, namely the C-C and C-H bond lengths. The optimized values of 
the bond lengths and the energies of the modes are once again summarized in 
Table 2.3. Both GAUSSIAN94 and DMOL give results that are in excellent 
agreement with the experimental values. In addition to bond lengths and the 
vibrational mode energies, first-principles calculations also predict the correct 
eigenmodes for cubane considerably more accurately than do the empirical or 
semi-empirical calculations presented in this section. This is evident from the 
excellent agreement between the calculated INS spectrum and the experimental
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of the (a) experimental INS spectrum of cubane with 
two different first-principles calculations; (b) DMOL and (c) GAUSSIAN94.
one (see Fig. 2.7).
Since these calculations are for the gas phase, the agreement with the 
experiments indicates that the dispersion of the intramolecular phonons are very 
small, and therefore negligible. The rigidity of the cubane molecule suggests 
such that the vibrational properties in the gas phase and in the solid phase must 
be nearly identical. Similar calculations have been performed in the solid state 
confirm this.^”^
As a final remark it should be noted that all of the calculations predict a
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considerably higher frequency for the A 2u mode (see Table 2.3) than is currently 
accepted. This could be an indication that the assignment of this mode is 
incorrect. This is quite likely since the IR or Raman intensity of the A2u mode 
arises solely from the very small distortion of cubane away from cubic symmetry
2.1.4 High Temperature Quantum Molecular Dynamics
The stability of the XsHg molecules were also examined by high temperature 
calculations of the total energy. The optimized structures of XsHg molecules 
were first obtained by the minimization of the total energy using a dissipative 
molecular dynamics algorithm which allows the geometry optimization without 
any symmetry constraints imposed. The optimized structures were then relaxed 
at high temperatures using a Nose thermostat®^ fixed to a desired temperature T. 
The constant temperature molecular dynamics is described in the appendix of this 
chapter. Calculations were performed by using the quantum molecular dynamics 
(QMD) method with plane wave basis set.®^  In the structure optimizations, the 
bond lengths came out to be relatively closer to the experimental data when 
the PBE potential®® was used in place of the LDA form given by Ceperley and 
Alder.®® Thus, the PBE form was used in the quantum molecular dynamics 
simulations.
The structures of the molecules before and after the structural transformation 
at high temperatures are shown in Fig. 2.8. It appears that while the CgHg, SisHg 
and GesHg molecules are deformed, they are still stable, and the overall features of 
their cube-based structures are maintained at 1600, 900, and 500 K, respectively. 
Once the thermostat temperature is increased by 100 K, the structures of CsHg, 
SigHs and GegHg transform to the forms shown in Fig. 2.8 after a relaxation time 
of 1 ps. In Fig. 2.8, the snapshots from these modified structures are presented. 
While CgHg is transformed to a stable structure at 1700 K, SigHg and GegHg are 
not trapped in such a stable structure (at 1000 К and 600 K, respectively) within 
1 ps relaxation time. The simulations were not continued further to determine 
the equilibrium high-temperature structures (or the fragmented forms) of SigHg
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Figure 2.8: High temperature structures of the XsHs molecules calculated by 
quantum molecular dynamics with a plane wave basis set. The first column show 
the structures before transformation, while the second column illustrates how the 
structure is transformed after 1 ps relaxation of the original molecule at the given 
temperature.
and GesHs since it would take excessive computer time. It is clear that the 
temperatures at which the structural transformations occur can be lower given a 
longer relaxation time. Hence, they should be considered as an upper limit to the 
barrier between the cubane structure and the low-energy less-strained structures 
shown in Fig. 2.8.
Below the relaxed high-temperature structure of CsHs are examined in more 
detail. The structure of CgHs shown at T=1700 K becomes more flattened as T
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increases and its eightfold-ring structure is eventually destroyed when T exceeds 
2000 K. This eightfold ring structure of CsHs has been known since 1911, and 
is named as cyclooctatetraene?^ According to the Hiickel {An +  2) rule the 
ideal planar form of the eightfold ring that results in the C-C-C bond angles 
of ^ =  135° is non-aromatic, and because the molecular 7r-orbitals do not form a 
closed shell the ring is buckled to shape itself like a tub. Then, each C atom on 
this buckled ring forms one double bond and one single bond with the neighboring 
C atoms (all together there are 4 single and 4 double C-C bonds in comparison 
to the 12 single C-C bonds of cubane), and also one C-H bond with the nearest 
hydrogen atom.
The energetics of the eightfold ring was further explored by using QMD 
method at zero temperature. As described in the inset to Fig. 2.9, the buckling 
of the eightfold ring is characterized by the C-C-C bond angle (j), and three 
different bonds, i.e. ¿cq, (Iqq, and dcH· As the bond angle varies in the range 
115° < (f> < 135°, the eightfold ring becomes trapped in a number of local 
minima that are separated by very small energy barriers. The total energies 
of these metastable states relative to cubane AE{(f>) as a function of (¡) lie on a 
parabola while (Iqj^  and den remain practically unaltered. Since AE{4>) at
the minimum </>o is negative, the eightfold buckled ring with </>o ~  127°, i.e. 
cyclooctatetraene, corresponds to a local minimum of the Born-Oppenheimer 
surface, and is found to be more stable than cubane with |A£?| =  2.66 eV. 
Calculations of 4>o (via structure optimization) and A E  using the 6-31G basis set 
provide agreement with the pseudopotential plane wave calculations. RHF and 
DFT using the B3LYP potential yield, respectively, 3.5 eV and 3.3 eV for A E  
and 127.3° and 127.7° for <f)o. However, a DFT calculation using Slater exchange 
and P86 correlations yields a rather small energy {AE  ~  1.0 eV) and (po — 126°.
Aslike cubane, cyclooctatetraene is also a subject of active research among 
chemistry community. Especially, the character of binding of lanthanadise 
and actinide elements to cyclooctatetraene to form so-called lanthanocene 
and actinocene complexes is still an interesting study in organometallics.^^ 
Recently, seven different structures with the chemical formula CsHg were
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Figure 2.9: Upper panel: Variations of the bond lengths (long C-C bond d^Q, 
short C-C bond c/qq, and C-H bond den) as a function of the angle 0. Lower 
panel: Variation of the total energy relative to cubane A E with the angle </>. 
Relevant structural parameters are shown in the inset.
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located on the potential energy surface of cyclooctatetraene, which are involved 
in ring inversion, bond shifting and valence isomerization pathway between 
cyclooctatetraene and bicyclo[4.2.0]octa-2,4,7-triene.^^ The relationship between 
cubane and cyclooctatetraene is established in this thesis. This finding could be 
useful in designing new routes to synthesize cubane based materials.
2.2 Solid Cubane
Cubane forms a stable solid at room temperature. The cubic molecular geometry 
gives the solid many unusual e lectron ic ,struc tu ra l, and dynamical'*^’®®"®’' 
properties. For example, solid cubane has a relatively high melting point 
temperature (405 K) and a very high frequency for the lowest lying intramolecular 
vibrational mode (617 cm“ )^.^ ’^'*°’'‘^  Recent works related to cubane have focused
on solid cubane and cubane based derivatives. ^ 2^2,23,43,56-58
Solid cubane undergoes a first-order phase transition at Tc =  394 K from an 
orientationally ordered phase to a non-cubic orientationally disordered (plastic) 
phase resulting in a significant volume expansion of 5.4 Despite many studies, 
including Raman,'^^ adiabatic and differential-scanning calorimetry®® and NMR 
studies,®®’®^ which all show evidence for such a transition, the structure of the 
high-temperature phase was only recently identified. It was found that this 
phase is also rhombohedral, but it has the rhombohedral angle a  = 103.3°. 
The plastic phase persists until T =  405 K, at which point cubane melts. The 
temperature dependence of the properties of solid cubane are also very interesting. 
It shows a very large thermal expansion and model calculations indicate very large 
amplitude orientational dynamics.
In this section, the structural and electronic properties of the solid cubane are 
investigated. The objective is to present a systematic analysis of these properties 
based on first-principles self-consistent-field calculations within the local density 
approximation. In order to guide new experimental works on cubane, the doping 
of solid cubane with alkali atoms is also explored and modification of the electronic 
states and charge density are examined.
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Structural and electronic properties of the solid cubane have been calculated 
by using the SCF pseudopotential method in momentum space within the 
LDA. Non-local, norm-conserving ionic pseudopotentials in the Kleinman- 
Bylander form^^ and Ceperley-Adler exchange-correlation potentiaF^ in the 
form parameterized by Perdew and Zunger have been used.^^ While calculating 
alkali-metal doping the core corrections to the potassium pseudopotential have 
been taken into account. In the plane wave calculations the software package 
CASTEP®° has been used. The electronic wave functions are represented by 
plane waves with cutoff energy of 1500 eV. For the calculation of solid cubane 38 
k-points were used in the irreducible Brillouin-zone (IBZ) determined according 
to Monkhorst and Pack®^  scheme. In all calculations, a ffnite basis correction®^ 
with cutoff energy was calculated and found to be less than —0.05 eV/atom, 
confirming the convergence of the calculations. Structural optimizations were 
performed by using the BFGS minimization technique.®^
2.2.1 Structure and Energetics
Both the ordered and disordered phases of solid cubane have a rhombohedral 
lattice with space group R3. The structure can be characterized by three 
parameters; the lattice constant a, the rhombohedral angle a  and the setting 
angle (f) (i.e. the orientation of cubane molecule). The unit cell can be viewed 
as a fee lattice that has been squashed along a particular axis that remains the 
three-fold axis of the crystal. This way o: increases from the fee value of 60° 
to 72.7°, but it is still significantly smaller than the rhombohedral angle of bcc 
structure where a = 109.47°. The crystal structure with one CsHs molecule per 
unit cell together with the lattice parameters, and also its view along the three­
fold rhombohedral axis is shown in Fig. 2.10. The setting angle of the cubane 
molecule, i.e. the rotation of the molecule about the three-fold axis is not fixed 
by the symmetry, and therefore can take any value. Experimentally, the setting 
angle is determined to be 46°.^^’®® This orientation brings the hydrogen atoms 
of one molecule into close proximity of the midpoints of the C-C bonds of the
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neighboring molecules. This alignment is perfect when φ = 45.57°.
First a full structure optimization of both lattice parameters (a and a) and 
the atomic positions (which also sets φ) has been performed by using BFGS 
minimization®^ within the constraint of rhombohedral symmetry. The very rigid 
cubic skeleton of the molecule is slightly distorted due to the weak crystal field 
of the nearest neighbor molecules, yielding C-H distances of 1.100 A (along the
[111] axis) and 1.101 A (for other directions). Similarly, the C-C bond lengths 
are about 1.558 A and the C-C-C angles change from 89.9° to 90.0°, reflecting a 
tiny distortion away from cubic symmetry. The optimized values of a, a  and φ 
are, ao =  5.07 A, a\ = 71.34° and φ = 45°, respectively, in good agreement with 
the experimental data at 77 Uexp =5.20 A, «exp =72.7° and φ^χρ =  46°.
Next the variation of the total energy £'tot(s —C'g/fs) is examined as a function 
of only one parameter while keeping the other two parameters fixed at their 
optimized values. Figure 2.11(a) illustrates the variation of the total energy F^ tot 
with the lattice constant a. The cohesive energy is calculated as the difference 
between the total energy of the isolated cubane molecule and the total energy of 
the solid cubane:
c^oh = EtotiCsHs) -  Etotis -  CsHs). (2.9)
According to this definition F^ coh > 0 indicates the stable binding state. Fcoh was 
calculated to be 680 meV per CgHs molecule at the optimized lattice parameter 
a<,=5.07 A.
The calculated cohesive energy in Eq. 2.9 comprises only the short-range 
interaction, and is obtained from the minimization of the expectation value of 
the electronic Hamiltonian and the Coulombic ion-ion interaction.®^ It is weak 
as compared to the cohesive energy of many metals and semiconductors due to 
the weak intermolecular interaction which results in a weak polarization of the 
charge of isolated molecules. On the other hand, it is much larger than the value 
obtained from purely van der Waals (vdW) interactions®^“®® which is estimated 
to be around —0.25 eV (see below). Even though the calculation of vdW 
interaction cannot be carried out accurately for short intermolecular distances 
it is usually asserted that inert gas and molecular crystals are bound by the vdW
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Figure 2.10: (a) A schematic representation of the rhombohedral unit cell of solid 
cubane in the ordered phase. The corresponding first Brillouin-zone together with 
symmetry directions (T — L ,T  — Z,F — F) are also shown. The lattice parameter 
a, the rhombohedral angle, a, and the setting angle of the cubane molecules, 
are indicated, (b) A view of the unit cell along the three-fold [lll]-axis of the 
rhombohedral cell.
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interaction®^’^® that is not taken into account by the local density approximation 
(LDA) or the generalized gradient approximation (GGA). In contrast to this 
argument, the present LDA calculations is able to predict the lattice constant 
of the solid cubane in good agreement with experimental value. Interestingly, 
similar calculations carried out within GGA predicted much a larger lattice 
constant (a =  6 Â) and a very small cohesive energy {Ecoh =  110 meV).'^  ^ In 
the past, similar paradoxical situations occurred for the physisorption of Xe on 
the metal surfaces. It was usually argued that the charge rearrangement upon 
physisorption of close-shell atoms is negligible and hence does not include any 
short range attractive interaction. Lang,^^ on the other hand, provided a good 
account of experimental data on atomic binding energy within DFT. His results 
are confirmed by the work function measurements^® and SCF pseudopotential 
calculations.^'^
The generalized Lifshitz approach for the vdW interactions expected to be 
valid at separation such as that wave function overlap and hence exchange effects 
are negligible.®'  ^ However, the same approach overestimates the vdW interaction 
at small intermolecular separation as revealed in the force measurements by the 
atomic force microscopy.®® Nevertheless, the contribution of the long-range vdW 
interactions can be estimated by calculating a vdW cohesive energy per cubane 
molecule ¿"vciw within the Slater-Kirkwood approximation,^®’^®
C&iiiE.vdW = 4 ^ ^ IL 6^ ’
(2.10)
where the parameters Ceu^  are expressed in terms of atomic polarizabilities a,
Ceiu = — . (2.11)2 a ia i . C s i iC 6 i j i j  
a j C e ij i j  +  a f  Ceu
The subscripts I and Ij denote atoms on the central cubane molecule and the j  
th molecule in the crystal, respectively. In the numerical calculation of F^ vdW) 
the central cubane molecule was fixed, and the atoms of the neighboring cubane 
molecules in a spherical shell Voo — r were included in the summation in Eq. 2.10. 
It was sufficient to take Too = 50 A since the contributions of all the atoms
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Figure 2.11: Top panel: Total energy Etot of the solid cubane as a function of 
lattice parameter a in the ordered phase (i.e. a = 71.34°). The zero of energy 
is taken as the total energy of the CsHs molecule calculated by the supercell 
method. The equilibrium value of the lattice constant a and the cohesive energy 
Ecoh. are also given. The inset shows the van der Waals contribution Eydw as 
a function of cutoff distance r. Bottom panel: Pressure versus lattice constant 
curve for solid cubane in its low temperature, orientationally ordered phase.
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beyond that distance are negligible. The result of this calculation is shown as 
an inset in Fig. 2.11(a). Note that £^ vdw ~  1-5 eV/molecule when r  corresponds 
to the smallest possible distance between I and Ij, which occurs when all the 
intermolecular interactions are taken into account. This distance is ~  2.5 
A. However, the asymptotic expression cannot be applicable for such a small 
interatomic distance. Moreover, the short range interaction at this distance is still 
significant, leading to charge rearrangements. On the other hand, £^ vdw =  0.25 
eV already at r  ~  Uo ~  5 Á. Consequently, we estimate the contribution of the 
vdW interaction to the cohesion to be £?vdw <0.25 eV.
In Fig 2.11(b), the variation of the hydrostatic pressure with the volume is 
shown. In the same figure the fit to the universal equation of the statef^ i.e. 
P{y/Vo) where Vo is the equilibrium volume with a =  a„ is shown. Using this 
fit, one obtains the bulk modulus, B  =  —Vdp/dV, to be 10.3 GPa. This value is 
about half of that for molecular solid Ceo/^ suggesting that cubane is twice softer 
than solid Ceo· However, pressure derivative of the bulk modulus 5 ' calculated 
here is about the same as that for solid Ceo·^ ® It will be interesting to compare 
these results to experimental data for solid cubane when it is available.
The variation of the total energy with the rhombohedral angle a  is illustrated 
in Fig. 2.12, where the lattice constant a and the setting angle <j) are kept in 
their optimized values. Note that Etot{o¡) has two minima. The first one is 
the global minimum at a i =  71.34° that corresponds to the low-temperature, 
orientationally ordered phase. The second minimum at a 2 = 101.9° is only a 
local minimum and hence it occurs at relatively higher energy. It corresponds 
to the high temperature, orientationally disordered phase («exp =  103.3°). The 
energy barrier Ú^E for order-disorder structural transformation is estimated from 
Fig. 2.12 to be ~  150 meV at T = 0. It is shown that such a transition occurs at 
Tc — 394 K followed by a sudden increase of the lattice parameter (A a/a =  1%) 
and the rhombohedral angle (ai —> aa, i.e. Aa ~  30.6°), which corresponds to a 
volume change of lAV/V  =  5.4%.^^
Next the variation of the total energy F^ tot with the third structural parameter 
<f) has been investigated at these two minima at a; =  a i and a. = a^· The
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Figure 2.12: Variation of the total energy as a function of the rhombohedral 
angle a. The global and local minima at a\ =  71.34° and a 2  =  101.9° are in 
good agreement with the experimental values of cxi =  72.6° and «2 = 103.3°, 
respectively. The insets show the variation of the total energy as all the cubane 
molecules rotate about the principle ([HI]) axis of the rhombohedron (defined 
as setting angle 4>) in the global (i.e. a =  a i) and local (i.e. a = «2) minima, 
respectively.
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results of the present calculations are shown as insets in Fig. 2.12. The left inset 
corresponds to the curve Etotio· = ao,Oi = oci,(f>), and exhibits two distinct Tninima 
at 01 = 45° and at its symmetry equivalent value 02 =  27t/ 3 — 0i. These results 
are in good agreement with the experimentally determined value 0exp =  46°. 
Prom the curvature of Etot(o· — ao, a = at 0 =  0i the frequency of the
Ag libration mode is estimated to be 136 cm“\  which is in fair agreement with 
the experimental value of 115 cm~^ measured using neutron inelastic scattering 
methods (at 100 K).^^ The curve £ ’tot(o =  do,a =  0:2,0) presented in the right 
inset shows the orientational dependence of the potential for the high-T phase 
(i.e. a = 0:2); it is almost flat for a wide range of setting angle 25° < 0 < 95°. 
This implies that for the high-temperature phase £^ tot is nearly independent of 0 , 
and hence the orientation of cubane molecule cannot be fixed in this range. This 
situation is a good example of a system with collective large amplitude motions. It 
is suggested that the softening of the librational modes is the driving mechanism 
for the observed order-disorder structural transformation.^^ Another interesting 
point is that normally the orientational disorder in the plastic phase tends to 
average out the molecular symmetry, making it more spherical. Therefore, a 
close packed fee structure is expected to occur as a result of order-disorder phase 
transition. Contrary to this expectation, the high-temperature disordered (or 
plastic phase) of solid cubane is neither cubic, nor close packed; it is rhombohedral 
with a = 103.3°.^^ In this respect the solid cubane is an unusual example.
Recently, Richardson and Martins^^ have reported similar first-principles 
calculations by using soft pseudopotentials.®“’®^ However, they concluded that 
LDA did not work well for solid cubane in contrast to the present results. In 
their work, it was stated that the rhombohedral crystal structure of solid cubane 
is uniquely characterized by a and a, the setting angle of the cubane molecule (0) 
in the structure was not mentioned at all. As revealed from the above discussion, 
this statement is clearly incomplete and there is a third important parameter, 
which is the setting angle of the cubane molecule (0). The total energy of the 
system and the lattice parameter are very sensitive to this parameter as shown 
in Fig. 2.12. This could be one of the reasons for the disagreement. In addition
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to this, they used only 2 k-points which may not be enough for convergence. In 
the present calculations, 38 k-points in the irreducible Brillouin zone were used.
2.2.2 Electronic Structure
The electronic energy band structure of the solid cubane has also been 
calculated by using the first-principles SCF pseudopotential method. The 
lattice parameters optimized at the global minimum corresponding to the low- 
temperature, orientationally ordered phase (i.e. = 5.07 Â, a i =  71.34° and
(j) =  45°) have been used for the band calculations. The calculated energy bands 
are presented in Fig. 2.13(a). Owing to the weak intermolecular coupling (or 
small wave function overlap) the dispersion of the valence bands are reminiscent 
of the bands of other molecular crystals. The dispersion of the valence bands 
Úí.Ewd is within ~  1 eV. On the other hand, the band dispersion in the range 
of ~  1 eV can be taken as an indication of a significant chemical interaction 
taking part in the cohesion. If solid cubane were held together by a purely 
vdW interaction the bands would be totally fiat. The electronic structure of 
solid cubane is derived from the orbital states of the CsHg molecule; the valence 
band states occur approximately at the same energies, but they exhibit a small 
dispersion in the first Brillouin zone. Consequently, valence bands are grouped 
at five energy regions similar to that of the CgHs molecule, where their relative 
positions are slightly modified. The highest valence band is derived from the 
Í2g orbital (LUMO) state. The bands which are adjacent to the LUMO band 
originate from the three-fold degenerate t^u orbital state. Approximately 3.5 eV 
below these bands one sees bands derived from ii„, a2u and eg orbital states. As 
the band energy is lowered, the bands become fiatter. The bands located around 
~  8, 12 and 18 eV are derived form a\g -f- Í2g, ¿lu and a\g orbital states of CgHg 
molecule, respectively.
Conduction bands have relatively large dispersion (AF^ Wc ~  2 eV) owing to 
the relatively strong coupling between nearest neighbor antibonding molecular 
orbitals. The gap between the valence and conduction bands is Eg ~  5 eV at the
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Figure 2.13: (a) Energy band structure and (b) electronic total density of states 
(DOS) of solid cubane in the optimized low temperature phase, corresponding to 
a = 5.07 A, a  =  71.34°, and <j) = 45°. Horizontal lines in the right panel mark 
the orbital energies of an individual cubane molecule. The zero of energy is set 
at the maximum of the valance bands.
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center of the Brillouin zone (F-point). This value is likely an underestimation 
due to the local density approximation. On the other hand, the gap of 5 eV 
between the LUMO and HOMO bands is significantly larger than the band gap 
in fullerenes. This is due to the fact that each carbon atom in the cage of a 
cubane molecule is connected to three nearest neighbor carbon atoms and also to 
one hydrogen atom, and hence forms four bonds. This way carbon atoms become 
saturated and Ep becomes larger than in the case of the fullerenes which have 
unsaturated bonds.
The density of electronic states shown in Fig. 2.13(b), i.e. V{E)  =   ^6(E —
Hn.k), is generated by calculating the band states En,k at 180 k-points in the first 
Brillouin zone, and by broadening them with a Gaussian. One notices that the 
valence band states of the solid cubane are grouped in bands which appear as 
seven sharp peaks separated by four gaps. The density of electronic states in the 
high-T phase (i.e. a  =  101.9°) is also calculated and found to be very similar 
to the one in low-T phase shown in Fig. 2.13(b). However, the DOS changes 
significantly with the variation of the setting angle (j). This is because atoms 
on different molecules get closer to each other at some particular values of (f> 
(for example 0 =  0), giving rise to splitting and broadening of the peaks in the 
DOS. This is also evident from the orientational dependence of the potential 
energy shown in Fig. 2.12. Such a strong dependence of DOS on 0 may result 
interesting coupling between librons and electronic structure.
2.2.3 Alkali-atom Doping
From the alkali atom doping point of view the electronic structure analyzed above 
indicates that solid cubane is an interesting crystal. Solid cubane is a band 
insulator. Since the conduction bands have relatively small dispersion, they can 
yield a high density of states at the Fermi level Ej? when they are occupied. 
Additional electrons to occupy the empty conduction band can be provided by 
doping with alkali atom, since alkali atoms, such as K and Na, can donate their 
valence electrons to the empty conduction band, as realized, for example, in
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A Li Na K
a (A) 5.63 5.76 5.86
a  (deg.) 84.0 81.21 77.27
V {h?) 175.2 185.0 188.4
AU/K, (%) 54.6 63.2 66.2
Table 2.4: Optimized values of the structural parameters and the corresponding 
changes in the unit cell volume for ACgHs (A = Li, Na, and K).
fullerene intercalation. The rhombohedral unit cell of solid cubane has suitable 
space to accommodate alkali atoms. An interesting aspect is whether the dopants 
donate their valence electrons to the conduction (LUMO) band of the crystal, or 
they form a new metallic band in the gap derived from the valence state of the 
alkali atoms. Modification (or polarization) of the LUMO band in the former 
case and the character and the orbital composition of the new band in the gap in 
the latter case would determine the normal and superconducting (if any exists) 
properties of the alkali doped solid cubane. For example, it is important to 
know whether the first conduction band remains flat by keeping the original 
orbital identity, and hence V{Ep)  remains high, or whether it mixes strongly 
with the valence state of the alkali atom. In case of the formation of a new 
alkali band in the band gap, a situation would arise, whereby a metallic lattice is 
incorporated into an insulating crystal. Furthermore, this metal could undergo a 
metal-insulator transition owing to relatively large alkali-alkali distance. Hence, 
alkali doped solid cubane (if it could be realized) would be an interesting system 
that may present several unusual features.
The center of the rhombohedral unit cell of solid cubane was taken as the most 
favorable position for the dopant atom. Then the structure of this alkali doped 
solid cubane (designated as ACsHs where A = Li, Na, and K) was optimized and 
the lattice parameters were determined under the constraint of rhombohedral 
symmetry. Table 2.4 shows the optimized values of the rhombohedral lattice 
parameters and the corresponding changes in the unit cell volume for ACsHs (A
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=  Li, Na, and K). For all cases, the volume change is very large. The orientation 
of the cubane molecule did not change significantly with doping. The cartesian 
components of the stress tensor at the optimized structures were small (around
0.1—0.3 GPa) but not zero. This indicates that the rhombohedral symmetry 
can be lowered slightly upon releasing the symmetry constraint during the 
optimization. Prom these calculations, the binding energy of KCgHg (referenced 
to the calculated total energy of the optimized solid cubane and K atom) was 
estimated to be around —0.2 eV. This value can be lowered further by structure 
optimization without any symmetry constraint.
In order to reveal the effect of the alkali doping the electronic structure 
and charge densities of the potassium doped cubane (KCgHg) and the expanded 
cubane-subsystem (e-CgHg) (where the K-atoms are removed from KCgHg), and 
also potassium-subsystem (K/j or K-only) (where cubane molecules in the KCgHg 
structure are removed) were calculated. In these calculations the same method 
and parameters are used as in the previous section. The 3s and 3p states are 
considered also as valence states in the pseudopotential of the potassium atom. 
The results for the band structure and for the density of electronic states of K/j, 
e-CgHg, and KCgHg are presented in Fig. 2.14. For the sake of better comparison, 
the energies of the lowest valence band derived from the molecular oi^-state of 
CgHg and KCgHg are aligned. Furthermore, the bands of Kr are shifted so that its 
Fermi level coincides with that of KCgHg. The form of the bands of solid cubane 
discussed in the previous section is slightly changed in e-CgHg. Furthermore, the 
valence bands of e-CgHg are slightly modified upon K-doping. Interestingly, the 
lowest valence band of e-CgHg derived from the valence orbital state oi^ of the 
cubane molecule occurs very near the K-3p states giving rise to a sharp peak. 
The first conduction band of e-CgHg and KCgHg display similar forms and band 
widths {à.Ew ~  1 eV). Whereas, the width of the first conduction band of 
{iS.Ew — 2 eV) is larger than that of KCgHg. Hence, the comparison of the 
first conduction bands suggests that upon K-doping the first conduction band 
of e-CgHg becomes detached from the rest of the conduction band by shifting 
downwards by 0.5 eV, while its width is practically unaltered. This situation is
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Figure 2.14: (a) Conduction band of Kr ] (b) e-CsHg; (c) KCsHs, all having the 
same lattice parameters of the optimized KCsHs- The first conduction bands are 
illustrated by thicker line, (c) Total density of electronic states (DOS) calculated 
for KCsHs, e-CsHs, and K/j. Zero of energy is taken at the Fermi level of 
both KCsHs and Kr . The energy of the e-CsHg was shifted to align its lowest 
valence band derived from the molecular aig state to that of KCsHs.
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Figure 2.15: Contour plots of the charge density for the first conduction band of 
K/Î (top), the lowest conduction band (LUMO) of the e-CsHs (middle) and the 
first conduction band of KCsHs (bottom). Right panel shows the orientation of 
the contour plane with respect to the lattice.
also evident in the modification of the total density of states at the bottom of the 
conduction band in Fig. 2.14(d). In view of these, one can argue that the half- 
filled first conduction band of KCgHs is derived mainly from the first conduction 
(LUMO) band of the solid cubane.
The character of the half-filled, first conduction band of KCsHg and the 
contribution of K-orbital states are further clarified by analysis of the state charge
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densities. In Fig. 2.15, the charge densities associated with the first conduction 
band of K/i>, e-CsHs and KCsHs are shown. It is seen that the charge density of 
Kr is not similar to that of KCsHs in agreement with the above discussion; t his 
excludes the possibility that the lowest conduction band of K-doped cubane solid 
is not totally due to the dopant potassium. On the other hand the charge density 
of KCgHs displays some similarity to that of e-CgHg. Moreover, the isosurfaces 
of the difference charge density obtained from the charge densities presented in 
Fig. 2.15, i.e. Ap =  Pk CsHs ~  PCsH» ~ PKr show significant charge rearrangements 
related with K as displayed in Fig. 2.16. While from the two cubane molecules 
along the 3-fold axis (labeled as 3) there is no charge transfer, there is excess 
charge from the hydrogen atoms of the other six molecules pointing towards 
the K ion. The bottom panels shows the negative charge density, which indicates 
that some of the electrons are pushed outward from the C-H bonds. These results 
suggest that the metallic band formed upon the K-doping is derived from the first 
conduction band of solid cubane with significant K-4s contribution. This band 
has low dispersion, and hence has a high density of electronic states at the Fermi 
surface. It will be interesting to see if the conduction electrons in this band 
will couple with the high energy intramolecular phonons of cubane to exhibit 
sup er conductivity.
A ppendix
Constant Temperature Molecular Dynamics
Nosé modified Newtonian dynamics in order to generate configurations belong­
ing to the canonical (T, V, N) ensemble for performing molecular dynamics 
simulations at constant tem pera tu re .H oover simplified the formulation of 
Nosé dynamics, and reformulate it in order to eliminate time scaling}'^ These 
developments lead to Nose-Hoover dynamics with the equations of motion for 
the physical system coupled to the heat bath:
dqi Pi
dt mP
(2.12)
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Figure 2.16: Difference charge density isosurface (i.e. Ap{v) — PKCsHa'Pe-CaHa 
PKh) for Ap =  0.006 (top) and —0.006 (bottom), respectively.
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dpi ^ d ( j )
dt dqi
—  =  —( S ^ ^  — nh T \dt dkßT),
Q rrii
(2.13)
(2.14)
where {qi}, {pi} and {m¿} denote the coordinates, momenta and masses of 
the particles, respectively, g is the number of degrees of freedom, kß is the 
Boltzmann constant, T  is the temperature, and Q is a parameter of dimension 
[energy]·[tim e]T he first two equations above have the same form as those 
describing the motion with a frictional force. However, the “friction coefficient” 
(  is not restricted to be positive in this dynamics, .and evolves in time. In fact, 
the main idea behind the Nosé-Hoover thermostat is the addition of a (fictitious) 
degree of freedom to the model, which represents the interaction with the heat 
bath, to keep the temperature constant (by setting the time derivative of C to be 
proportional to the deviation of the total kinetic energy from gkT/2). Note that 
the the conserved quantity is the total Hamiltonian of the extended system, i.e. 
the physical system + the heat bath,
i f  =  E  ^  + ‘P(<l) + jCC" + gkaT l ‘a s )d s  (2.15)
In this thesis, Nosé-Hoover thermostat has been implemented for carbon 
systems using a transferable interatomic potential described in the appendices 
of Chapter 3. In the present implementation, the iteration procedure is started 
with predictions of the velocities and the temperature obtained by Verlet 
leapfrog integration algorithm.®^ Several iterations are then made to determine 
the velocities and the temperature self-consistently because in each molecular 
dynamics iteration, the temperature is calculated from the velocities, the value 
of (  is necessary to determine the velocities and (  has dependence on the 
temperature.
Chapter 3
Carbon Nanotubes
Graphene, i.e. a single graphite monolayer, is made of strong covalent bonds: 
three localized a bonds are formed per C atom from sp^ hybrids of nearest- 
neighbor atom. This results in a honeycomb arrangement of C atoms in 
the hexagonal structure. The orbitals perpendicular to the layer remains 
nonhybridized and form delocalized tt bonds. The interlayer bonding in graphite 
is basically due to the overlap of these orbitals and partly due to van der Waals 
attraction, and is very weak compared to intralayer bonding. Thus, graphene is 
very stable, strong and flexible, and individual graphene flakes can easily slide 
relative to each other so that graphite can be used as a lubricant.
An important class of graphite-related materials is carbon fibers that result 
from filamentary growth of graphitic carbon. These fibers can be stacked together 
in an epoxy, forming an extremely strong and light composite used in aircrafts, 
tennis rackets, racing bicycles, etc. In fact, graphite layers could be arranged in 
order to obtain even a stronger material by wrapping graphenes into cylinders 
to form a tube of graphite. Although it is theoretically simple to imagine such 
an arrangement “carbon nanotube” s have only very recently been realized while 
cylindrical carbon tubes and fiber have been known for few decades. Besides 
the diameter was orders of magnitude smaller than that of fibers it was really 
important to observe that the nanotubes are perfectly graphitized and capped
50
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MATERIAL DIAMETER ASPECT RATIO
10^  - 10^  
102 - 10“* 
1
CARBON FIBERS 
CARBON NANOTUBES 
FULLERENE MOLECULES
1 -  1 mm 
1 - 10 nm 
1 nm
Table 3.1: Graphite-related materials.
at each end with pentagons aslike fullerene molecules. In Table 3.1, graphite- 
related materials are classified according to their typical sizes. Note that, being 
microscopic analogues of fibers, carbon nanotubes may be regarded as one 
dimensional systems, having usually a high aspect ratio. On the other hand, 
the nanotubes might also be considered in the class of fullerene molecules since, 
for example, C70 is, in fact, the shortest nanotube.
The carbon nanotube has remarkable properties that derive both academic 
and technological interest:
1. Structural properties: The carbon nanotube has a typical diameter of a 
few nm and a typical length of few /am. Indeed, nanotubes (being perfectly 
graphitized, seamless cylinders) are ideal one dimensional systems.
2. Material properties:
(a) Mechanical properties: The carbon nanotube is expected to be the 
ultimate fiber owing to very high strength-to-weight ratio.
(b) Capillarity: The nanotube is a “nanocontainer” since the inner hollow 
cavity can serve for storage. In addition, the outer surface can be decorated 
for catalysis purposes.
3. Electronic properties: The carbon nanotube is exceptional among one 
dimensional systems because it shows no Peierls distortion. Besides, 
nanotubes are, in fact, either metal or semiconductor depending on the 
diameter and the helicity of cylindrical carbon shells.
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Figure 3.1: Atomic structure of (11,7) nanotube. Top and middle: Illustration 
of wrapping graphene sheet to obtain (11,7) nano tu b e .B o tto m : Atomically 
resolved STM image of (11,7) nanotube.
3.1 structural and Electronic Properties
The structure of the multi-wall carbon nanotube (MWNT) can be imagined 
as rolling up graphite to coaxial cylinders. The single-wall carbon nanotube 
(SWNT) possess one single cylindrical shell. Graphene is usually wrapped as 
illustrated in Fig. 3.1 to obtain the structure of SWNT. The so-called chiral 
vector C is defined in terms of the graphene lattice vectors ai and a2 to specify 
the structure of individual nanotubes by introducing an integer pair (ni, «2) called
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chiral indices:
C = niai + П2Э.2. (3.1)
The graphene sheet is wrapped in order to make the start and end points of the 
chiral vector coincide. Hence, the length of C is identical to the circumference of 
the nanotube, i.e. 27rr, where r  denotes the radius of the nanotube. It is then 
easy to relate the radius r  to the chiral indices (n i,n 2):
=  + П 1П2 + n ¡ , (3.2)
where a is the graphene lattice parameter. The angle between C and ai is called 
the chiral angle 9 because it denotes tilt angle of hexagons with respect to the 
direction of the the nanotube axis. 9 is expressed in terms of the nanotube 
indices^:
ZUi +  Ti2
The values of 9 outside the interval [0°, 30°] can be folded to this interval due to 
hexagonal symmetry of graphene lattice. The nanotubes satisfying 0° < ^ < 30° 
are called chiral nanotubes due to helical arrangement of carbon bonds along 
the nanotube axis. If 0 =  0° or  ^ =  30°, then the symmetry elements include 
a horizontal mirror plane, so these values correspond to achiral nanotubes. 
When 9 =  0°(30°), a zigzag (an armchair) pattern occurs, hence the zigzag 
(armchair) nanotubes. Since interpretation of scanning tunneling microscopy 
(STM) images of the graphite surface is not always trivial, usually only the 
structural parameters r  and 9 are determined in experiment. Despite (except 
symmetrical degeneracy) one normally expect one-to-one correspondence between 
(n i, П2 ) and (r, 9) it is not always straightforward to extract the chiral indices 
definitely within the experimental accuracy.
In reality, the production of carbon nanotubes includes growth from a plasma 
of carbon atoms obtained by evaporating graphite. The production history, 
indeed, goes back to that of fullerene because first observed transmission electron 
microscopy (ТЕМ) images^“ of MWNTs have been obtained from a carbon 
deposit produced in a carbon arc machine which was normally used to synthesis
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fullerene molecules.®^ It was realized that these coaxial cylinders are perfectly 
graphitized. Although nanotubes are seamless cylinders (as also confirmed by 
atomically resolved STM images®®’®^) it is well known that other morphological 
shapes exist during the growth. The nanotubes of large diameter are known 
to collapse to ribbons having non-circular cross section. In the carbon arc 
method, a high dc current flows between two graphite rods connected to the 
-f- and — electrodes. The temperature can be as higher as 3000 °C in the 
inner region, and the carbon atoms vaporize into a plasma. A carbon deposit 
forms on the negative electrodes, which usually contains MWNT. SWNT were 
also produced in the arc machine by catal5dic growth using a transition metal 
or an admixture as catalyst.®®’®® The disadvantage of the arc method is low 
yield. On the other hand, the yield can be increased up to 90% by the laser 
vaporization method. In this kind of synthesis laser pulses are used to evaporate 
a target of graphite-ftransition metal admixture composition inside a furnace 
whose temperature is about 1200 °C. Flowing argon gas sweeps the produced 
mats of nanoropes to a water-cooled Cu collector. The nanorope is the produced 
bundles of SWNT. The typical diameter of individual tube was estimated to be 
of the order of 1 nm. Furthermore, SWNT are found to be arranged to form a 
hexagonal lattice. Faceting of the circular cross section occurs in the hexagonal 
lattice because of van der Waals attraction between neighboring tubes if the 
tube diameter is large enough. A more traditional method of production is the 
vapor growth synthesis by which nanotubes and conventional carbon fibers can 
be grown simultaneously. In this method,vapor of some hydrocarbon and H2 gas 
are reacted in the presence of a transition metal catalyst in a reaction tube whose 
temperature is about 1100 °C.
It is energetically favorable for a one dimensional metal to rearrange the 
atomic positions, i.e. Peierls distortion, so that the electrons set up a charge 
density wave that is a modulation of electronic charge density caused by an 
instability of metallic Fermi surface involving the electron-phonon interaction, 
and results in energy gaps at Fermi level, and gain in electronic energy. At low 
temperature, the elastic energy cost of lattice distortion is less than the electronic
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energy gain, so the charge density state is the ground state. At high temperature, 
the electronic energy gain is reduced by thermal excitation of electrons across the 
gap, so the metallic state is stable. The idea of a single molecule in metallic 
state is then very unusual because of Peierls instability. However, the nanotube 
can be an exception because the energy cost of simultaneously rearranging the 
positions of all carbon atoms is large due to the tubular structure and the 
gain is small since there are only two subbands near the Fermi level. Hence, 
the “nanotube molecule” can be in metallic state. In fact, the mean field 
transition temperature from the Peierls-distorted regime to high-temperature 
metallic regime was estimated well below room temperature.®^
If the curvature effects are neglected the electronic structure of the nanotubes 
can be determined by folding graphene bands. The allowed electron states 
of SWNT are then those of graphene that satisfy the circumferential periodic 
boundary condition:
k · C =  27rm, (3.4)
where m is an integer.® Within this approximation, nanotubes are either metal 
or semiconductor depending on if the Fermi wave vector kj? is reciprocal to the 
chiral vector C or not. If kp’-C =  (y^)27rm, then metal (semiconductor). Because 
Fermi surface of graphene is around the corners of the hexagonal Brillouin zone it 
follows that (ni, 722) nanotube is metal if ri2 — ni is a multiple of 3, semiconductor 
otherwise.®^ More details about this method and other applications can be found 
in Ref. 9. Since the present study focus on the effects induced by the variation 
of the curvature this simple folding approach is not employed in this thesis. 
As described below, more sophisticated methods are used to follow details of 
nonuniform curvature effects.
3.2 Carbon Nanoropes under Compression
Carbon nanotubes are now considered to be the building blocks of future nano­
scale electronic and mechanical devices. It is therefore desirable to have a good 
understanding of their electronic and mechanical properties and the interrelations
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between them. In particular, SWNTs provide a system where the electronic 
properties can be controlled by the structure of the nanotubes and by various 
deformations of their geometries (cf. next section). The physical properties can 
also be altered by intertube interactions between nanotubes packed in hexagonal 
lattices.
The intertube interactions in nanoropes can be probed by applying external 
pressure to vary the intertube d i s t a n c e . F o r  fullerenes, such high pressure 
studies have yielded many interesting results including new compounds such as 
the pressure-induced polymeric phases of C6o·^ ® It is, therefore, of interest to 
inquire if similar covalent-bonding can occur between the nanotubes. This idea 
has been confirmed by performing quantum molecular dynamics simulations. For 
simplicity, first a one dimensional lattice of (7,0) nanotube has been considered 
as shown in Fig. 3.2. Note that the principle axis of the nanotube is along z 
direction, and the one dimensional lattice is meant by the periodic repetition of 
the nanotubes in x  direction. Ignoring the variation of the height of the nanotube, 
the crystal structure is characterized by one single parameter, i.e. the lattice 
parameter a in a; direction. The calculations has been performed for various 
values of a. The atomic positions in the unit cell are optimized independently 
for each value of a. In Fig. 3.2, the nanotube first becomes elliptically distorted 
due to decrease of a. Eventually, the neighboring nanotubes becomes bonded as 
a result of compression by decreasing the lattice parameter further. In the view 
of this observation, the effect of pressure is studied more systematically below to 
pursue similar covalent-bonding within a nanorope. This could have important 
consequences for nano-scale device applications and composite materials which 
require strong mechanical properties since nanoropes consisting of inter-linked 
SWNT will be significantly stronger than nanoropes composed of van der Waals 
packed nanotubes.®^
A recent Raman study on SWNT ropes carried out up to 25.9 GPa '^  ^
showed that the mode intensities and energies are not completely reversible 
upon pressure cycling, suggesting irreversible pressure-induced changes in the 
structure. In another high pressure study Chesnokov et al.^  ^ observed a very
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Figure 3.2: Expanded (top) and compressed (bottom three) one' dimensional 
lattices of (7,0) SWNT.
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large volume reduction and high compressibility, signaling the presence of a 
microscopic volume-reducing deformation other than van der Waals compression. 
Some of these pressure-induced effects are tentatively attributed to possible 
crushing or flattening the nanotube cross section from circular to elliptical or 
hexagonal. In this section, new pressure-induced ground state structures for 
zigzag nanotube ropes are predicted from first-principles total energy calculations 
using the pseudopotential method within the generalized gradient approximation 
(GGA).®® The nanotubes are distorted elliptically under pressure and subsequent 
curvature-induced carbon re-hybridization gives rise to one or two dimensional 
interlinked networks of nanotubes. This is somewhat reminiscent to the pressure- 
induced polymerizations of C6o·^ ®
The first-principles total energy and electronic structure calculations were 
carried out using the pseudopotential plane wave code CASTEP®° with an energy 
cutoff of 500 eV. With this cutoff and using ultra soft pseudopotentials for 
c a r b o n , t h e  total energy converges within 0.5 meV/atom. For the Brillouin 
zone integration, the special k-points®^ were used with meshes between 3 x 3 x 6  
to 5 X 5 X 7.
The calculations for nanoropes consisting of (5,0), (6,0), (7,0), (9,0) and (6,6) 
nanotubes are presented in this section. For simplicity, the nanorope is modeled 
as a hexagonal lattice of nanotubes. Further it is assumed that there is only 
one nanotube per unit cell. (6,0) nanotubes are perfectly compatible with the 
hexagonal lattice (i.e. 7 =  120°). However in the optimized structure, hexagonal 
carbon rings of one nanotube face hexagonal rings from the neighboring tubes 
[see Fig. 3.3(a)]. Prom studies of fullerenes, it is known that the energy can be 
reduced by rotating every other tube such that their C-C bonds face the center 
of the hexagonal faces of the neighboring nanotubes. This would double the unit 
cell for (6,0) nanotubes, and is not pursued here because the main interest is in 
covalent bonding between nanotubes. (9,0) nanotubes are also compatible with 
hexagonal symmetry. Furthermore the relative orientation of the nanotubes are 
optimal energetically, i.e. C-C bonds faoe the center of the hexagonal faces of 
adjacent nanotubes. (5,0) and (7,0) nanotubes are not compatible with hexagonal
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Figure 3.3: Optimized structures of the van der Waals packed (6,0) (a) and
(7.0) (b) and one dimensional interlinked (7,0) (c) nanotube lattices. The 
interlinked structure shown in (c) has lower energy than van der Waals packed
(7.0) nanotubes shown in (b).
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Properties (5,0) (6.0) (7,0) (9.0)
Formula C2O C24 C28 C36
Space Group Cmcm P6/mmm Cmcm P63/mcm
a =  6 (Á) 7.408 8.364 9.250 10.389
7 72.46 120.00 102.35 120.00
Density (gr/cm^) 1.8119 1.8713 1.5849 1.8213
Energy/C (eV) -155.694 -155.843 -155.946 -156.049
Table 3.2: Various structural parameters and the total energies of the optimized 
structures of van der Waals lattices.
Properties (5.0) (6.0) (7.0) (9.0)
Formula C2O C24 C28 C36
Space Group Cmcm Cmcm Cmcm Cmcm
a = b (Á) 7.079 7.762 8.432 9.532
7 125.39 121.96 119.15 111.97
Density (gr/cm^) 2.331 2.2176 2.1415 2.0245
Energy/C (eV) -155.802 -155.868 -155.969 -156.042
Table 3.3: Various structural parameters and the total energies of the optimized 
structures of one dimensional interlinked nanoropes.
symmetry and therefore 7 is expected to deviate from the ideal value of 120°. It 
is found that when one bond is along the a-axis, the total energy is minimized 
when the 6-axis is aligned so that it brings the C-C bonds of one nanotube to the 
center of hexagonal faces of adjacent nanotubes. For (5,0) and (7,0) nanotubes 
t his occurs when 7 =  (360/5) x 1 =  72.0° and (360/7) x 2 =  102.857°, respectively. 
These values are very close to the values, 7 =  72.46° and 102.35°, obtained from 
the first-principles structural optimization.
The pressure dependence of these lattices of nanotubes was determined by 
calculating the total energy as a function of nanotube separation (i.e. a and 
b) while the other parameters, including atom positions, c and 7 are optimized. 
Note that (7,0) nanotubes become elliptically distorted with applied pressure 
(i.e. decreasing nanotube-nanotube distance). At a critical pressure, a structural
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phase transformation occurs from the van der Waals nanotube lattice [as shown in 
Fig. 3.3(a)-(b)] to a new lattice in which the nanotubes are interlinked along the 
[110] direction, where the strain of the nanotube is largest [see Fig. 3.3(c)]. The 
covalent bonding between nanotubes is therefore the result of curvature-induced 
re-hybridization of the carbon orbitals. The same structural transformation 
was observed for the other zigzag nanoropes and the results are summarized in 
Tables 3.2 and 3.3. The structure of each of these one dimensionally interlinked 
nanoropes is orthorhombic (space group Cmcm), with two nanotubes per unit cell. 
The relationship between the conventional orthorhombic cell and the primitive 
one is shown in Fig. 3.4(a).
Figure 3.4 also shows the local environment of the carbon atoms involved 
in the interbonding of the nanotubes for (6,0) and (7,0). In the first case, 
the covalent bonding occurs between carbon atoms on two hexagonal rings 
[see Fig. 3.4(b)]. This is, indeed, a consequence of the one nanotube per cell 
approximation mentioned above. This process is slightly less favorable than 
covalent bonding between carbons on a hexagonal ring and those involved in 
an intratube C-C bond which occurs for the (7,0) case [see Fig. 3.4(c)]. In both 
cases, the bond distances are comparable to those in diamond, indicating sp^ 
hybridization. The bond angles vary from about 100° to 120°, indicating some 
strain. From Tables 3.2 and 3.3, it is clear that the energy of the interlinked phase 
is actually lower than the vdW lattices for (5,0), (6,0) and (7,0) nanotropes. For 
(9,0) nanorope, the energy difference is relatively small. Regardless of the energies 
relative to that of unlinked nanotubes, an interlinked phase is stable once it is 
formed, because breaking the intertube bonds requires jumping over a significant 
energy barrier.
To quantitatively study the bonding mechanism, the total energies of the 
different phases has been calculated as a function of the lattice constant (i.e. 
applied pressure). The result for (7,0) nanotubes is summarized in Fig. 3.5. The 
energies of the vdW and the one dimensional interlinked (IDI) phases cross each 
other at about a = 9.0 A with an energy barrier of only 46 meV/unitcell (552 K). 
The pressure required to attain this lattice constant is only about 0.3 GPa for the
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Figure 3.4; (a) A view along c-axis of the ID interlinked (n ,0) nanotube lattice. 
The shaded rectangular region is the orthorhombic unit cell. Local structure of 
carbon atoms involved in the intertube bonding (dotted lines) between two (6,0) 
(b) and (7,0) (c) nanotubes. The sp^ hybridization occurs between two hexagonal 
faces for (6,0) nanotubes and between a hexagonal face and a C-C bond for (7,0) 
nanotubes.
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Figure 3.5: Planer lattice constant variation of the total energy of (7,0) nanotube 
ropes in three different phases. Inset shows the view of the structures along c-axis. 
Energy barriers between the phases and the pressures at which the calculated 
phase transformations occur are also indicated. The zero of energy was taken to 
be the energy of vdW packing of the nanotubes.
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vdW phase, indicating that polymerization of vdW (7,0) nanoropes could occur 
at modest pressures and temperatures. Once the interlinked phase is reached, the 
energy barrier required to break the bonds and obtain free nanotubes is about 
25 meV/atom, which is comparable to that of polymerized Ceo molecules (20 
meV/atom).^°°
Fig. 3.5 also shows that another interlinked phase of (7,0) nanotubes becomes 
the ground state for lattice parameter smaller than 8.0 Á corresponding to a 
pressure of 12.9 GPa. In this new phase the nanotubes are interlinked along both 
a and b axes [see Fig. 3.6(a)]. This two dimensional interlinked (2DI) structure 
is about four times stiffer (i.e. (PE/da^ =  13.7 eV/Á^) than the ID interlinked 
phase {d^EfdP  =  3.3 eV/Á^) and sixteen times stiifer than the vdW nanoropes 
{(PEidP  =  0.8 eV/Á2).
Applying even higher pressures yields more complicated and denser phases for 
many of the nanoropes as shown in Fig. 3.3. For (9,0) nanoropes, the nanotubes 
are interlinked along three directions forming a hexagonal network. The length 
of the intertube bond, dc-c  =  1-644 A, is significantly elongated for an sp^ C- 
C bond. The two dimensional interlinked phase of (7,0) nanotubes is further 
transformed to a denser structure at 30 GPa [see Fig. 3.3(c)]. For comparison, 
(6,6) nanotubes do not form an interlinked structure up to a pressure of 60 GPa. 
Rather the nanotubes are hexagonally distorted such that the local structure 
of the nanotube faces is similar to that in graphite sheets [see Fig. 3.3(d)]. 
Furthermore, releasing the pressure yields the original structure, indicating that 
the distortion is purely elastic.
All the structures reported here except one in Fig. 3.6(c) are found to be metal. 
The dispersion of the bands near Fermi level in a direction perpendicular to the 
tube axis is found to be around 0.5 eV, making the vdW nanoropes metallic 
even though the individual tubes are insulating (such as (7,0) nanotubes) or 
semiconducting with a small band gap. The structural changes clearly have 
strong effects on the electronic properties and therefore should be detected in the 
pressure dependence of various transport properties of nanoropes. For example, 
the (7,0) nanorope, which is found to be metallic at ambient pressure, transforms
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Figure 3.6: Various high density phases of carbon nanotubes. (a) Two 
dimensional interlinked (2DI) structure of (5,0) nanotubes, consisting of 
rectangularly distorted nanotubes interlinked on a 2D network, (b) A hexagonal 
network of (9,0) nanotubes, in which (9,0) nanotubes are interlinked along a, 
b and [110] directions, (c) A very dense structure of (7,0) nanotubes obtained 
under 30 GPa pressure, (d) The optimized structure of (6,6) nanotubes under 
P  =  53 GPa. Nanotubes are distorted in such a way that the local nearest 
neighbor structure is somewhat similar to graphite sheets, dc-c  indicates the 
smallest distance between two carbon atoms of nearest neighbor nanotubes.
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to a high density phase as shown in Fig. 3.6(c) at 30 GP, which is found to be a 
band insulator with a band gap of 2 eV.
The new pressure-induced, high density phases can also be important host 
lattices for intercalation and sorption. For instance, the high density phase of
(7,0) nanoropes in Fig. 3.6(c) has an interesting structure in which some parts 
of the lattice are very strained containing sp  ^ bonded square carbon rings, while 
other parts consist of graphite-like sp^ bonded carbon atoms (28% of all atoms). 
In this structure, there are still interstitial sites which would accommodate other 
species such as alkali metals.
3.3 Influence o f Radial Deform ations on Elec­
tronic Structure
The influence of the mechanical deformations on the electronic structure of carbon 
nanotubes is crucial for novel device applications, and thus, is an subject of 
intense study. In this section, radial deformations are considered for individual 
nanotubes, assuming the nanotube is compressed between two surfaces, i.e. two 
hard electrodes. Similar deformations occur locally in bending a nanotube. It 
is also possible to have his kind of local deformations by pressing the nanotube 
using STM or AFM tips. Besides, the intertube interactions may induce some 
deformations.
The carbon nanotube is unique among semiconductors because its electronic 
structure is very sensitive to pressure. It has been shown that the electronic 
structure can be modified by radial d e f o r m a t i o n s . I n  particular, it is 
relatively easy to make certain nanotubes have semiconductor-to-metal transition 
by compression.
Similar effects are investigated in this section for an individual, radially- 
deformed (7,0) nanotube. To this end two model structures have been introduced: 
i) ribbon-like structures, ii) structures having elliptical cross section. In both 
models some constraints have been imposed on certain atoms in order to control
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CG iterations
Figure 3.7: Initial and partially optimized ribbon-like structures of (7,0) SWNT 
(left) and the change in energy with respect to the number of conjugate gradients 
iterations (right).
the shape of the cross section of the nanotube. All the remaining atomic positions 
have been relaxed. This way the transversal strain has been applied only to the 
constrained part of the nanotube to mimic the external force applied to the 
nanotube in order to have radial deformation. The partially optimized structures 
are determined by the minimization of the total energy using the conjugate 
gradients method.^^ The conjugate gradients minimization converges rapidly as 
seen in Fig. 3.7. The total energy is calculated by using the transferable tight- 
binding potential described in the appendices.
The ribbon-like structures are shown in Fig. 3.7. In the optimization of these 
structures two flat regions are assumed to be graphitic, and the distance between 
them are constrained to have a fixed value. This value is taken to be equal to 
the diameter of the (7,0) SWNT (top of Fig. 3.7), and decreased by 1 A (middle 
of Fig. 3.7) further decreased by 1 A (bottom of Fig. 3.7). The band structures 
of the ribbon-like structures are shown in Fig. 3.8. The band structure of the
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Figure 3.8; Band structures of circular and ribbon-like (7,0) SWNTs.
(7.0) SWNT optimized without constraint is also shown for comparison. Note 
that the hybridization effects due to high curvature reduces the band gap of the
(7.0) SWNT that was expected to be large earlier^ *^  ^ (see the discussion in the 
next section). As a result of distortion to ribbon-like structures the band gap is 
further reduced as shown in Fig. 3.8. Interestingly, the structure for which the 
distance between the graphitic walls is equal to the diameter is in metallic state 
due to the closure of the band gap, indicating that the electronic structure varies 
locally in the structures having sp^-like line defects. The formation of sp^-like line 
defects in the sp^ graphitic network was observed in STM and AFM studies.
The band structures of the elliptically deformed structures are presented in 
Fig. 3.8. The variation of the band gap is rather smooth, i.e. increase of the 
transversal strain implies reduction of the band gap. Nevertheless, (7,0) SWNT 
seems not to experience semiconductor-to-metal transition by this way. On the 
other hand, comparison of the variation of the band gap to that obtained by first- 
principles calculations (cf. next section) indicates that this is due to the limited 
ability of the tight-binding potential to reproduce the atomic and electronic
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Figure 3.9: Band structures of distorted (7,0) SWNTs having elliptical cross 
section.
structure under high stress. The closure of the band gap has been shown by 
first-principles calculations for transversally strained nanotubes.
Recently, Mazzoni and Chacham^°® have presented first-principles calculations 
to study the band gap closure of (10,0) SWNT flattened to ribbon-like structures.
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They estimated the force per unit length of the nanotube to reach the insulator- 
to-metal transition is 0.74 nN/A assuming that the flattening is produced by an 
STM tip.
3.4 Variable and Reversible Quantum Struc­
tures on a Single N anotube
Unusual properties of electrons in various quantum structures realized by 
using semiconductor heterostructures (AnBm) have initiated several fundamental 
s t u d i e s . O w i n g  to the band offsets of the semiconductor heterostructures, 
the energies of the band states of one semiconductor B  may fall into the band gap 
of the adjacent semiconductor A. According to the effective mass approximation 
(EMA), the height (depth) of the conduction (valence) band edge of A from 
that of B, AEc (AEv), behaves as a potential barrier for electrons (holes). 
For example, m layers of B  between n layers of two A’s form a quantum well 
yielding confined electronic states. The depth of the well and the width of the 
barrier and well (in terms of number of cells n and m, respectively) are crucial 
parameters to monitor the resulting electronic properties. Multiple quantum well 
structures(MQWS) or resonant tunneling double barrier structures (RTDBS) can 
be tailored from the combination of A and B, and from various stacking sequence 
of n and m.
Since SWNT can display metallic or semiconducting character depending 
on their chiralities and diameters, similar to the aforementioned idea exploited 
extensively in crystals,^®® quantum structures can also be produced by joining 
different SWNT’s.^ ^^ "^ ^® Chico et showed that a quantum dot can be
formed by introducing pentagon-heptagon defects. The presence of these defects 
induces localized states; the level spacing of these states can be modified 
by varying the defect topology. It has been experimentally demonstrated 
that a rectifying behavior can be achieved by the junction of two different 
SWNT’s.^ ®^ Furthermore, the transport measurements on the ropes^^® and
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individual nanotubes^^^ revealed indications of resonant tunneling through the 
quantized energy levels. Recently, the quantum dot behavior has been also 
o b s e r v e d . A c c o r d i n g l y ,  new electronic properties require each time the 
fabrication of a different device using either a semiconductor heterostructure or 
SWNT junction.
In this section, a practical alternative is proposed in order to show that various 
quantum structures can easily be realized on an individual SWNT, and their 
electronic properties can be variably and reversibly monitored. The band gap of 
a semiconducting SWNT is modified by elliptic circumferential deformation as 
described in Fig. 1(a) which is introduced by applied transversal compressive 
stress. If such a deformation is not uniform but has different strength at different 
zones, each zone displays different band gap. Owing to the band offsets at 
the junction of zones having different band gaps, MQWS or RTDBS of the 
desired electronic character can be formed. In this respect, the present scheme is 
quite different from the previous constructions of SWNT heterostructures 
or quantum dots,^^“* where one had to fabricate each time a different junction 
or topological defects to satisfy the desired electronic character. While usually 
minute changes in the band gap have been achieved for semiconductor crystals 
even under very high stress, as revealed from the present first-principles plane 
wave (PW) and empirical tight-binding (TB) calculations, the deformation 
induced band gap modification of SWNT’s is feasible and can easily be utilized 
to engineer novel electronic nanodevices on a single tube.
First-principles calculations are carried out within the generalized gradient 
approximation (GGA) using plane waves with a cutoff energy of 500 eV and 
ultra soft pseudopotentials.Constrained structure optimizations are performed 
on the SWNT under transversal compression. The zigzag (7,0) tube is a 
semiconductor when it is undeformed, but its band gap Eg is modified upon 
introducing an elliptic deformation. The deformation is quantified by the ratio 
of the elliptic major axis to the minor axis a/b. The band gap decreases with 
increasing a/b, and eventually vanishes for a/b ~  1.2 [see Fig. 3.10(b)]. By the 
onset of metalization upon the closure of the band gap, the density of states
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at the Fermi energy D{Ef ) increases with further increase of a/b, as shown in 
Fig. 3.10(c). Interestingly, the (9,0) tube behaves somewhat differently^“ ;^ Eg 
first increases, then decreases when a/b > 1.3, and eventually vanishes for a/6 ~  
1.36. Again, once Eg vanishes, D{Ep) increases with increasing a/b.
Normally, as the radius R oo the electronic structure of a SWNT near 
the band edges approaches to that obtained by folding the tt*— and tt—bands 
of the graphene. However, a singlet state at the band edge of a (n,0) SWNT 
with small R  involves significant a* — tt* hybridization. This state occurs above 
the 7T*—band (n =  9), but falls in the gap (n =  7,8) and eventually closes the 
gap (n =  6) as n decreases. Apparently, the estimate of Eg based on the simple 
extrapolation using the experimental gaps of SWNT with relatively larger radius 
is not valid for the (7,0) tube. In the present case, introducing radial deformation 
and hence increasing the curvature at both ends of the elliptic major axis reduces 
the band gap of the (7,0) SWNT owing to the enhanced a* — tx* hybridization. 
This argument is supported by the analysis of the states at the band edges. 
Interestingly, the armchair (6,6) SWNT maintains the metallic behavior despite 
the radial deformation.
Tight-binding total energy and electronic structure calculations have also been 
performed for the undeformed and uniformly deformed (7,0) SWNT by using 
transferable parameters related to 2s, 2pi, 2 py and 2 pz orbitals of carbon atom. 
This model is explained in detail in an appendix at the end of this chapter. The 
radial deformation has been induced by approaching two atoms of the unit cell 
at one end of the diameter to two similar atoms at the other end indicated by 
dark atoms in Fig. 3.10(a). Once the transversal strain is set by fixing these 
four atoms, the rest of atoms are relaxed by the conjugate gradient method. 
The cases for undeformed nanotube {a/b — 1) and five different degrees of radial 
deformation {a/b > 1) has been considered. The variation of Eg  ^ first and second 
states at the conduction band edge (ci and C2) and first and second states at the 
valence band edge (ui and V2 ) are illustrated in Fig. 3.10(d) and (e). Data points 
on the curves shown in these figures correspond to different degrees of elliptic 
deformations from I to VI as described in Fig. 3.10(a).
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a/b a/b
Figure 3.10: (a) Top and side view of (primitive) unit cells of the (7,0) SWNT 
under different degrees of elliptic (circumferential) deformation. Undeformed 
tube with circular cross section is labeled by type-I. (b) Variation of the energy 
band gap Eg, and (c) density of states at the Fermi energy, D {E f ) with 
deformation ajh calculated by the first-principles PW method, (d) Variation 
of Eg, and (e) first and second states at the edge of the conduction band (ci, 
C2), and first and second states at the edge of the valence band (vi, V2 ) with a/b 
calculated by the TB method.
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Remarkably, the induced deformations within reasonable ranges, in particular 
those causing to insulator-metal transition, are elastic. The calculations using an 
interatomic carbon potential confirm that the atomic structure and hence the 
electronic properties return reversibly to the original, undeformed state when the 
compressive stress is lifted (see the appendices).
By comparing Fig. 3.10(b) and 1(d), it should be noted that deviations 
between the first-principles plane wave and empirical tight-binding results are 
perhaps due to the differences in the details of the deformations and limitations 
of the empirical method. It is also known that the band gap Eg is usually 
underestimated by the local density approximation. On the other hand, as 
discussed before, the a*-it* hybridization effect is crucial for setting Eg, and 
first-principles PW calculations described it better. LDA and GGA yield 
Eg =  0.212 eV and 0.242 eV, respectively, for undeformed (7,0) nanotube. 
An earlier LDA calculation^^® predicted Eg =  0.09 eV. The present tight- 
binding calculations using transferable parameters predict Eg ~  0.5 eV; relatively 
stronger deformation was required to reduce the TB gap Eg to 0.1 eV. Earlier
tight-binding calculations found Eg 1.0 eV for undeformed tube.^°®’^ ^^
The comparison of band gaps measured by STM spectroscopy®®’®’^ with those 
calculated by different methods and an extensive analysis for their variation 
with the radial deformation applied on different SWNT’s is referred to Ref. 101. 
Nevertheless, both methods predict similar overall behavior for the band gap 
variation with the radial deformation. The tight-binding method is used to 
study MQWS because it allows one to treat a large number of carbon atoms, 
which cannot be treated easily with the first-principles plane wave methods.®® 
Reducing the band gap and eventually onset of insulator-metal transition, 
and further metalization of certain SWNT’s with increasing circumferential 
deformation, and the reversible nature of all these sequence of physical events 
incorporate important ingredients suitable to form novel quantum structures and 
nanodevices.
The multiple quantum well structures are investigated as a generic system 
whereby one can generate various device applications. It is considered that a
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Figure 3.11: Schematic descriptions of the (AgBs) supercells of the superlattices 
generated from the (7,0) SWNT. Cs is the lattice parameter, (a) Region A is 
undeformed, B has elliptic cross section of type-III. The interface layer has type-II 
deformation, (b) Severely deformed B has type-VI deformation with two interface 
layers of type-II and IV deformation.
(7,0) zigzag nanotube is pressed to squash only at certain regions. It is assumed 
that the undeformed region of n unit cells, and adjacent deformed region B oim  
unit cells (one interface atomic layer at both side has intermediary deformation) 
repeat periodically, so that the translational periodicity along the axis of the 
tube involves n + m  cells. Note that here a cell denotes the primitive unit cell of 
the (7,0) nanotube that has 28 carbon atoms. For example, the AsB^ supercell 
contains 16 such cells, i.e. 448 C atoms. This tube forms a (AnBm) superlattice 
of semiconductor heterostructure, where the band gap of A is larger than that 
of B. Since Eg{A]ajb == 1) > Eg{B\a/b > 1), a band offset shall occur at the 
junction. The {n — 8 , m = 8 ) supercells of the superlattices are schematically 
described for two different degrees of deformation in Fig. 3.11. Note that at low 
degree of deformation the junction can be formed by using one interface layer, 
while more interface layers may be necessary if B is severely deformed or a graded 
junction is aimed.
Experimental and theoretical methods have been proposed in the past to
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determine the band offsets, and hence to reveal the band diagram perpetuating 
along the super lattice axis. For the present situation ambiguities exist in 
calculating alignments of the band edges and to determine band diagram in real 
space including band bowing due to the charge transfer between A  and B. Even 
if the band diagram were known, it is not obvious whether EMA is applicable 
for an individual, nonuniformly deformed SWNT. Therefore, instead of applying 
EMA to the one dimensional band diagram, it is better calculate directly the 
electronic structure of the {AnBm) superlattice on an individual (7,0) SWNT. 
The band alignment is not explicit, but it is indigenous to the method and 
hence the confined states shall be obtained directly from the present tight-binding 
superlattice calculations.
These calculations have been performed on three different superlattices having 
type-III deformation as described in Fig. 3.11(a), i.e. {A^B^), (A4B12) and 
(A12B4), and calculated the electronic states í^¿,k(r) with band energy E'j^ k· Here, 
i and k are the band index and wave vector of the superlattice along its axis. 
Because of fiat superlattice bands, only the F—point in the superlattice Brillouin 
zone has been used. Figures 3.12, 3.13 and 3.14 illustrate [for (AgBs), (^ 4^ 12) 
and ( ^ 12^ 4), respectively] the local (or cell) density of states.
/á r |í 'i ,k { r)p í(B  -  
i,k ■'i
(3.6)
and the state density (i.e. the state charge density divided by e),
= j,dv\<i!iy(t)\\ (3.6)
both integrated at each cell j  in the supercell {j = 1,16 for these superlattices). 
C{E,j)  with higher density near the band edges of B  (i.e. small gap region) is 
due to quantum well states and hence is consistent with the discussion presented 
at the beginning of this section. Second peak oi C{E,j)  in fhe conduction band 
occurs in A, and becomes well separated from the first peak in the superlattice 
(^ 4^ 12). The well known behavior of MQWS is apparent with the confinement 
of states at the band edges. The first states at the band edges of B, i.e. Ci 
and vi are confined in B suggesting a normal band offset. The confinement of
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Figure 3.12: The local density of states £ {E ,j)  (upper panel) and the state 
density (lower panel) of {A^B%) superlattice. B  has type-III cross
section shown in Fig. 3.10(a).
the second state in the valence band, V2 is rather weak. On the other hand, the 
second state of the conduction band, C2 is not confined in the well of B, but is 
localized at the barrier of A. It appears that the energy of C2 occurs above the 
well in B, and C2 cannot match with the next higher energy state of B. This 
situation similar to that observed in short periodicity AlGaAs superlattices^°^·^^^ 
demonstrates that the description of the superlattice electronic structure in terms 
of one dimensional multiple square well states obtained within the simple EMA 
can fail owing to the band structure effects. The confinement of ci and v\ states 
increases with n, i.e. with the length of the barrier region. This is an expected 
result, since the longer barrier prevents the tunneling of these states through A. 
Also the energy of ci raises with decreasing m. This is a direct consequence of 
the uncertainty principle.
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Figure 3.13: The local density of states £ (E , j )  (upper panel) and the state 
density (lower panel) of (^ 44^ 12) superlattice. B  has type-III cross
section shown in Fig. 3.10(a).
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Jc¿ (E=3.9l eV) 
Ac, (E=3.86 eV)
Tv, (E=3.44 e¥) 
•  xg (E=3.38 eV)
Figure 3.14; The local density of states £{E, j )  (upper panel) and the state 
density |'Fi_k(i)P (lower panel) of {A1 2 B 4 ) superlattice. B  has type-III cross 
section shown in Fig. 3.10(a).
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Figure 3.15; The local density of states C{E,j) (upper panel) and the state 
density (lower panel) of {A^Bs) superlattice. B has type-VI cross
section shown in Fig. 3.10(a).
Figure 3.15 shows the MQWS behavior of the superlattice described in 
Fig. 3.11(b), where B is strongly deformed. The state density and local density 
of states indicate that the confined states c\ and V\ display relatively higher 
localization at the interface. This situation originates from the interface atomic 
structure connecting A to strongly deformed B. Different band offsets can also 
be realized by setting up different level of deformations at both A and B. Again, 
depending on the level of the deformation Eg(B]a/b > 1) can even be zero 
that makes a metal-semiconductor superlattice structure. Furthermore, from the 
junction of two metalized SWNT’s having different D{Ep) one can form a metal- 
rnetal superlattice.
In multiple quantum well structures, the truly one dimensional states are 
normally propagating with the wave vector k, and form a band structure. The
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bands become flatter with increasing n, and eventually the band picture breaks 
down and states become totally localized in the quantum well (or in B). This 
way the superlattice is expected to experience a Mott metal-insulator transition. 
Moreover, a one dimensional MQWS may be interesting to study the Anderson’s 
localization due to irregularities in the sequence of n and m  and also in the 
deformation level of B  regions. In this respect, the S— doping of a MQWS or QWS 
may exhibit interesting effects on the transport properties. It is interesting to 
note that the resonance condition of a RTDBS with An'Bm'An' having contacts to 
metal reservoirs from both ends shall be monitored by the deformation and size 
of B. Strain or pressure nanogauges or variable nanoresistors can be developed 
based on the fact that the metalization and hence the conductance of a (7,0) 
nanotube can be changed with the applied deformation. Also a junction An'Bm' 
with metallic B  is expected to show a rectifying behavior. Finally, it is pointed 
out that a 3D grid of MQWS can be constructed by periodic stacking of tubes 
where quantum wells occur at crossing points. The electronic properties of this 
system can be varied with the stacking sequence and applied pressure.
Appendices
Transferable Tight-binding Potential
According to density functional theory^^^’^ ‘^^ in the framework of the pseudopoten­
tial theory^^^ the total energy of valence electrons and atomic cores is expressed 
as
Etot =  -^ K + E\{ -|- Exc +  Bps +  Eyii (3-7)
where E\\, E^c, Eps, Eu  denote the kinetic energy, the electron-electron 
Coulomb interaction energy, the exchange-correlation energy, the electron-ion 
interaction energy, and the ion-ion Coulomb interaction energy contributions, 
respectively. The explicit expressions for these terms are not relevant here, and 
have been explained in many review articles such as Refs. 126 and 62. The
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exchange-correlation energy is usually approximated as
Exc = J  exc(p)p(r)dV (3.8)
within the local density approximation. The variation of this functional with 
respect to the electron charge density p{r) yields self-consistent Kohn-Sham 
equations^^'^
with
+  Kpiir) + yn(r) + Vic(r)]V'i(r) =  tiiliit)
p(r) =  2 E I * ( r ) P ,
(3.9)
(3.10)
where VÇ,s(r), Vh(i') and I4c(r) denotes the ionic pseudopotential, the Hartree and 
exchange-correlation potentials, respectively. The explicit expressions for these 
potentials can be found, for example, in Ref. 127. The total energy is then the 
minimum of the functional
E[n] =  2 ^ C i -  En[p] +  J [exc(p) -  Vxc{p)]p{r)d^ r +  £'M({ri}) (3.11)
where {ri} is the set of the atomic positions. The total energy of an atomistic 
system is approximately equal to a stationary value of this functional if the density 
can be approximated as a linear combination of the atomic charge densities, i.e.
/’('■) =  -  r,) + (3.12)
Harris^^® has shown that first-order variations in the charge density 5p lead to 
second-order error in the total energy, i.e. 5E a  (Sp)“^.
In the transferable tight-binding models based on the above formalism^^® the 
total energy is expressed as
Etot — E\^ ÿ -|- E t^qp -|- S Exq 
where the band structure energy
Ehs =
(3.13)
(3 .14 )
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the repulsion energy
^rep =  ^  E  I ^  I -  /  VE(p)p{r)d^ 
and the correction term for the exchange-correlation interaction
■5-Bxc = j [exo(p) -  V„(p)]i>{r)((‘ r
(3.15)
(3.16)
can be identified by comparison. Ref. 129 is referred for the notation as well as a 
detailed explanation of this derivation. In an empirical tight-binding model, none 
of these terms are calculated from the atomic charge densities or orbitals, but they 
are parameterized by fitting to either experiment or first-principles calculations. 
The database usually includes various structural forms; moreover, many physical 
properties are included in the fitting procedure to ensure the transferability. The 
present implementation follows the scheme given by Xu et al.^  ^ for carbon in 
which the band structure energy is expressed as
Hhs — 2 E  > (3.17)
where {cj} is the set of the eigenenergies determined by diagonalizing the 
Hamiltonian matrix H  (see below). The repulsion energy is expressed as
(3.18)
where 4>{rij) is the repulsive pair potential and F{x) is the embedding function. 
In the tight-binding approach, the wave function of the system ipk is expanded 
in terms of a finite set of local basis functions (fia
'4^k 'y j F'ia,kPiai (3.19)
where i and a  denotes the orbital site and the orbital kind, respectively. With 
this expansion, assuming that the local basis is an orthogonal set, the Schrödinger 
equation results in the eigenvalue equation
HC/i; -- 6/;Cfc, (3 .20 )
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where Cfc is the column vector of the expansion coefficients Cia^ k- The 
Hamiltonian matrix elements Hiajp are defined by
(3.21)
where H  is the Hamiltonian operator of the system. The matrix element between 
orbital a  of atom i and orbital /5 of atom j  hence the entries of the
Hamiltonian, is determined in terms of the two-center integrals (i.e. hss<T., hgpa, 
hppa- and hppTr) for the 2s, 2pa;, 2pj^  and 2p  ^ orbitals of carbon. According to 
tabulation of angular factors by Slater and Koster,^^°
Hisjs ^sscrij i^j) ·) (3.22)
Hisjx “  hspa ij'ij^) (3.23)
Hixjx “  ~^hppcr{r ij) + (1 —
x^
~^)hppTr{f'ij), (3.24)
Hixjy -  ( r - ) - hrp2 '^ ppTTinj)]· (3.25)
Note that similar matrix elements for y and 2: are trivial. The on-site energies 
are given by two parameters e« and Cp. The two-center integrals hssa, hgpa, hpp  ^
and hppTT are parameterized in the form of the scaling function
A(r) = /.„(?)'* exp{n[-(f)"- + (?)"·!}.
A similar scaling form is assumed for the pair potential
0(r) =  (^o(^)” ex p { w [-(^ )" ‘‘= 4-
T (Iq dc
(3.26)
(3.27)
and the embedding function is fitted to a polynomial
F{x) = Y ^ A ix \
i=l
(3.28)
The scaling function is made smoothly vanish in a finite range .(at a radius of 
Vcut) by combining with the tail function at some appropriate value r = ri for 
h{r)
t{r) =  Bo +  Bi {r  -  r i)  -I- B 2 {r -  n )^  -t- 5 s ( r  -  ri)^ , (3 .29)
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where
Bo = - 2
5 ,  =
Bo =  h{n),
Bi = h \n ) ,
Bi
- 3 - Bo
ir cut ^l) iX cut
+ 2Bo(rcui — ri)^.
{Tout - T i Y
A similar tail function is added to 4>{r) at di, which vanish at a radius of (¿cut· 
This model has been implemented for carbon by using parameters tabulated 
in Table 3.4, where the parameters for C-C, C-H and H-H interactions are 
taken from Ref. 49, Refs. 131 and 48 and Ref. 131, respectively. The present 
implementation has been done in a very generic way in order to use the same 
model with different parameter sets for other elements. In fact, the same 
code was used to reproduce the structure of the Si(OOl) surface only replacing 
the parameter set to that of silicon. All the parameters for silicon are taken 
from Ref. 132. The structure determined by the tight-binding model agree 
well with the one obtained by first-principles calculations. Furthermore, it is 
rather easy to combine the parameter sets fitted for various elements to describe 
multicomponent systems. For example, the parameter sets of C and Si were 
combined to study amorphous carbon deposits over silicon surface.
Computation using this kind of transferable potentials are beneficial for the 
molecular dynamics since the computation is rapid due to the finite range of 
scaling functions. The only drawback is the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian 
which consumes much time if the system includes very many atoms. In the next 
appendix, an algorithm is described to overcome this difficulty, i.e. to calculate 
the band structure energy for large-scale system efficiently.
0(N ) Tight-binding Calculations
The methods devised for electronic structure calculations were almost developed 
as early as the quantum theory itself although they can be considered as advanced 
applications of the condensed matter theory. During last few decades, such
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Parameter c - c C-H H-H
e. (eV) -2.99 - -4.74946
(eV) 3.71 - -
ho (ssa) (eV) -5.0 -6.523 -0.441
ho (spa) (eV) 4.7 6.811 -
ho (ppa) (eV) 5.5 - -
ho (pptt) (eV) -1.55 - -
ro(A) 1.5363 1.084 2.1393
rc(A) 2.18 1.20011 0.7103
ri(A) 2.45 1.55 1.1
C^Ut (A) 2.6 1.85 1.22
n 2.0 0.5663 0.4495
Tic 6.5 3.1955 1.565
<t>o (eV) 8.18555 11.4813 0.0546
do (A) 1.64 1.084 2.301
4(A ) 2.1052 1.5474 0.3561
4  (A) 2.57 1.55 1.06
4ut(A) 2.6 1.85 1.22
m 3.303 1.408 1.02
rric 8.6655 3.5077 0.8458
Ai 0.572115 - 0.572115
^2 -1.789634x10-3 - -1.789634x10-3
^3 2.353922x10-3 - 2.353922x10-3
A4 -1.242511x10-^ - -1.242511x10-^
Table 3.4: The parameter set for a transferable tight-binding model for 
hydrocarbons.
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methods were improved to the state-of-the-art level for simulating material 
properties. In early days of condensed matter theory, tight-binding basis sets 
were extensively used. The tight-binding method is a real-space approach 
which is simple, easy to implement, and highly accurate for certain systems. 
Unfortunately, in some cases or for certain properties, simple implementations 
do not yield accurate results. Fine meshes in real-space are necessary to improve 
accuracy, which cause a great increase in the number of expansion coefficients. As 
a consequence, the arrays in the computer programs become huge, and practical 
calculations become tedious. For this reason, .later, the interest was in the 
momentum-space methods where the electronic states of the system are expanded 
in terms of plane waves.
Recently, the trend has returned to the real-space methods for several reasons:
• D evelopm ents in com puter technology: Powerful, fast computers 
with extended available memory allow researchers to perform quantum 
mechanical calculations.
• Sparse m a trix  storage: Description in terms of local orbitals leads to 
sparse matrices whereas in Fourier space all matrices are dense.
• D evelopm ents in scientific com puting: Efficient iterative algorithms 
have been developed for the computation with large matrices.
• Parallelism : Real-space methods are usually more readily implemented 
on parallel platforms because of local description.
• Large-scale system s: For systems comprising very many atoms, real- 
space approaches demand less memory.
In short, the tight-binding method is very appropriate for large-scale systems 
when the sparsity and parallelism are exploited.
In any electronic structure program, the memory required for storage scales 
quadratic, and the computation time cubic with the number of atoms since the 
number of entries in the matrices grows quadratic when the number of atoms
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in the system increases. This N'^ (memory) /  (time) “bottleneck” has to 
be overcome for investigation of large-scale systems. According to physical 
arguments, it should be possible to obtain linear scaling both in memory and 
in computation time within the local description.
In very recent years, certain algorithms have been designed to achieve linear 
scaling, and they are called 0{N ) methods. These methods exploit the
sparsity of the matrices, and use iterative minimization schemes to find demanded 
eigenvalues instead of conventional 0{N^) matrix diagonalization techniques. In 
the sparse matrices, the number of nonzero entries is 0{N ), and the number of 
iterations in minimization is 0 (1), i.e. constant-scaling.
In this appendix, an 0{N ) algorithm is described, which is formulated in 
terms of the density matrix. Assuming a large-scale atomistic systems with 
given atomic positions and treating the electronic structure by a tight-binding 
model the calculation of the band structure energy is considered here. In the 
nonorthogonal tight-binding models the local basis set {<Pia} is not orthogonal. 
Thus, the Schrödinger equation results in a generalized eigenvalue equation
HCi = etSC,, (3.30)
where S is the overlap matrix whose matrix elements are defined by
Siajß = j  ipia{r)^jß{'r)d^r. (3.31)
Eq. 3.30 is to be solved to calculate the band structure energy. Note that this 
solution includes matrix inversion and diagonalization, hence 0{N^) complexity.
It has been shown^^® that £^ bs can also be calculated by direct minimization 
of
E; -  Tr (21 -  DS)DH, (3.32)
with respect to D, i.e. E'bs =  at D =  D*, where D* is the minimizer of 
Eq. 3.32. This approach is based on the following ansatz for the single-particle 
density operator
P ^  ^ \Pia ^  Diajß Pjß\ (3.33)
iajß
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Ref. 136 is referred for more explanation as well as the notation. In the direct 
minimization, the entries of D are updated to converge the density matrix 
elements in the tight-binding representation. This way linear scaling can be 
obtained with iterative minimization because all matrices in Eq. 3.32 are usually 
sparse in most tight-binding models. Note that H  and S are sparse, Hermitian 
and square matrices, and they stay constant during the minimization of E; D is 
a sparse, Hermitian, square matrix in which the variational degrees of freedom is 
updated at every iteration. The sparsity patterns of H  and S are the same; there 
is a certain number of nonzero entries in each row. The pattern of sparsity of D 
differs in that the number of nonzero entries in any row are usually more. Note 
also that E  is calculated through sparse matrix multiplications, i.e. an 0{N ) 
operation.
Among the direct minimization approaches the steepest descent method and 
the conjugate gradients method are of special interest, especially for electronic 
structure calculations as well as atomistic simulations. In these methods one 
starts with a trial density D, and improves it for the energy to be converged 
to the correct value. Because the error in energy is reduced by a considerable 
amount in each iteration, these methods are rather fast to converge. In both 
methods, the gradient of the energy is required.
F  =  = 2H -  HDS -  SD H (3.34)
and is calculated through sparse matrix multiplications.
The algorithm of the minimization is as follows {i is the index for counting 
iterations):
1. Set 2 =  0. Construct S and H, and initialize D.
2. Set =  F.
3. Calculate F.
4. Find the search direction G.
For the steepest descent method G =  -  F.
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For the conjugate gradient method G =  -  F  +  77 G,
w h e r e , -
z^kl^kl ^kl
5. Set D=D+AG, where A is a multiplier and is given by
Tr [(21 -  DS)G -  GSD]H 
“  2Tr G SG H  ■
This expression of A is derived in order to imply line minimization of E
along the search direction.
Increase i by unity.
6. Find energy deviation A E  = A^Tr GSGH.
If A E  does not satisfy convergence criteria go to 2.
7. Calculate .S =  Tr (21 -  DS)DH.
Note that above the gradient matrix F and the search direction G, and the buffer 
F°*'^  are sparse, and they have the pattern of D.
In the tight-binding model the electrons are assumed to be localized around 
the atoms which they belong to, and the interactions between atoms possess a 
local characteristics. Thus it is enough to consider only interactions between the 
neighbor atoms, or the atoms within the same localization region. The matrix 
elements are then nonzero only within the localization regions. This way the 
whole physical system is represented as a combination of overlapping localization 
regions. This description is based on the idea of nearsightedness introduced by 
Kohn^^^ (for a more general discussion see Ref. 139). The localization regions 
are defined as spherical regions surrounding the atoms of radius r// (for H  and 
S) and Td (for D). This implies a great decrease in memory requirements for 
large-scale systems, and smaller 0{N ) loops in matrix multiplications.
A parallel 0{N ) code has been implemented on a shared-memory platform 
using pthread library for graphene using a tight-binding modeT^° developed in 
the framework of the extented Hiickel theory, and this means of implementation 
has been found very efficient due to almost linear speed up even for relatively less 
number of threads.
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Interatomic Carbon Potential
The interatomic carbon potential is given by
Vivij) =  [Vrin^) +  Vb(r,,)]F(r,,·) +  VR{n^)[l -  F(r,,·)], (3.35)
where is the distance between ¿th and j th  atom. The total energy of the 
atomic system E  is expressed as
1
E = i;  1 : 1 : (3,36)
i 7^3
A detailed explanation of this potential has been given in Ref. 12 where this 
potential has been used extensively. Only relevant terms are summarized here 
for the sake of completeness. The main part is the TersoflP potential:
VriVij) =  fc{rij)[fR{rij) +  bijfAirij)],
with a repulsive pair potential:
fnirij) =  A e
and an attractive pair potential:
U u j )  = - B  e-^'·^
(3.37)
(3.38)
(3.39)
and a smooth cutoff function:
fc in j)  =
1, Tij < R
2 + 2 cos(7T ), R  < Tij < D (3.40)
0 , Tij > D.
Because the bond order bij is modelled as
bij = (1
where the effective coordination term is defined as
C ij ~  5 3  fciXik) Qi^ijk)
k^ij
(3.41)
(3.42)
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where
and
C
gi^ijk) — 1 ~(P (P + (h — cos Oijky ’
Vc includes a Morse potential Vm and a many-body term 03
Vcirij) =
0, Tij < TMfi
h { G i j ) V M { r i j ) ,  VMf i  <  Ti j  <  t m ,i
0, Tij > tm,i
with
where
VMirij) =  Ko -  -  1)'
lo4>z{Gij) —
1 + ( T \y  ’
Gij ^ ] 4^ \(fiijk')4^ 2iXik')· 
k^i,j
1
h(D k) =
4^ l(.^ ijk') ~
i + C - ^ r
2 _j_ ^cosffjjk 4^
(3.43)
(3.44)
(3 .4 5 )
(3 .4 6 )
(3 .4 7 )
(3.48)
(3 .4 9 )
(3 .5 0 )
The third potential Vr in Eq. 3.35 represent the binding energy of two carbon 
atoms, and is of the form of numerical data. Vr is smoothly fitted to the Tersoff 
potential by using the Fermi function
1
j _j_ Q-bfinj-rf) ■ (3.51)
Recently, this potential has been improved for a better description of compressing 
graphite by making linear interpolation of Vr and Vq from 1.8, A to 2.87 
The parameter set used in this thesis are shown in Table 3.5. These parameters 
were determined by Tersoff^^  ^ and Nordlund et
This model is transferable since the bond order term follows the topology 
of the Born-Oppenheimer surface. Transferability means the ability of correct
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Parameter Value Parameter Value
/l(eV) 1.3936x10^ fM,Q 2.87
/'(A-·) 3.4879 rM.i 4.3
B(eV) 3.467x 1Q2 K.(eV) 2.33
a{A-‘) 2.2119 ¡4(A-·) 1.94
R (k) 1.8 <^(A) 3.348
D(A) 2.46 ¡o(eV) 0.0456
0 1.5724x10-^ k 0.15
n 7.2751-1 ro(A) 1.46
c 3.8049x10^ <2 (A) 0.21
d 4.3484 h 0.07
h -5.7058x10-1 14.0
V 2.2119 ry(A) 0.95
Table 3.5; The parameters of the interatomic carbon potential.
(10,10) This work ^gl44 Exp.i*“
r(A)
a(k)
6.996
16.94
6.864
16.50
6.9
17.0
Table 3.6: The radius r of the (10,10) nanotube and the lattice parameter a of 
the (10,10) nanorope.
description of the interaction between atoms under different local environments. 
The transferability of this potential has already been checked by calculating 
various crystal structures. ^ ^^ 3 Here, it is further tested to predict the structure of 
the (10,10) nanorope, and the results for two structural parameters are compared 
to those of other methods and experiment in Table 3.6.
The interatomic carbon potential has been used to check if the deformations 
defined in Sec. 3.4 are elastic or not. The calculations shows that the deformed 
nanotubes return to possess circular cross section as shown is Fig. 3.16 when the 
constraints are removed.
Aslike transferable tight-binding models it is possible to combine the 
parameter sets for different atomic kinds to study multicomponent systems. This
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Figure 3.16: Starting with initial structures of elliptically distorted (7,0) SWNTs 
(top) the optimization of the atomic positions (with no constraint) results in 
circular cross section (bottom).
way the interatomic potential is extended for hydrocarbons in the next appendix.
Interatomic Potential for Multicomponent Systems
Here, it is explained how to combine the parameter sets for different elements 
in order to construct a database for certain elements and to implement generic 
codes to study multicomponent systems. The parameter sets are determined 
independently for each element, and the interactions between different elements 
are simply determined via addition of few parameters. Except this, for all 
elements the same functional forms are used, given in the previous appendix. 
The parameter sets have already been determined many multi-component systems 
including the following:
• C, Si and Ge (Ref. 142)
• Ga and As (Ref. 146)
• Ga, As and A1 (Ref. 147)
• Si and N (Ref. 148)
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Table 3.7: The parameters of Tersoff potential for hydrogen.
• Si and H (Ref. 149)
• Si, N and H (Ref. 150)
The numerical values of the parameters are given in the cited references. The 
parameters determined by de Brito Mota et for hydrogen are shown in
Table 3.7.
The parameter sets for C in Table 3.5 and H in Table 3.7 are combined here 
to describe C-H interaction. The bond order is redefined as
(3.52)
where is an additional parameter which adjust the strength of the bonding 
between different kinds. The parameters A, A, B, ¡x, R  and D are generalized to
Aij
Ajj
Bij
fj'ij — 
Rij = 
Dij =
where A{ is the parameter for atom kinds i, and Aij enters the interaction terms 
between kind i and j ,  etc. ^ch =  0.97 has been determined by fitting to the
y j A i  A  j , (3.53)
\ i  “f" \ j  
2 ’
(3.54)
\ j B i B j , (3.55)
/Xi +  fXj 
2 ’
(3.56)
yj R i  R j , (3.57)
^ D i D j , (3.58)
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atomization energy of methane. The structure of cyclooctatetraene has been 
optimized, and the C-C-H angle has been found to be 120°. This is simply 
because the value of ^ch close to unity, and thus the two C and one H atom 
at the corner of the molecule possess graphitic coordination locally. Earlier, 
Brenner has proposed a means to extend Tersoff potential for hydrocarbons.^®^ 
By his means a better description might be obtained.
Chapter 4
Conclusion
In this thesis, various aspects of the structural, electronic and dynamical 
properties and high temperature behavior of individual XsHs molecules are 
investigated. Calculations for cubane are in good agreement with the available 
experimental data. The results indicate that as the atomic number of X  increases, 
the gap between LUMO and HOMO, formation energy, width of the valence 
electronic states and frequencies of the vibrational modes all decrease, while their 
volume and bond lengths increase. The constant temperature quantum molecular 
dynamics calculations predict that the cubane molecule transforms to the more 
stable cyclooctatetraene molecule at high temperature. SisHg and GegHs are 
also metastable at two local minima of the Born-Oppenheimer surface, which are 
separated by small energy barriers from other more stable structures.
The experimental inelastic neutron scattering spectrum is compared to 
various calculations based on a generic phenomenological potential, a transferable 
tight-binding model, and density-functional theory within the local density 
approximation. The intramolecular vibrations of solid cubane are well separated 
from the lattice modes. The lowest internal mode is six times larger than the 
highest librational energies. Comparison of the data with a recent empirical 
potential model indicated that, even though good agreement can be obtained for 
the phonon energies, it is not possible to explain the intensities of the modes 
observed in the spectrum. A transferable tight-binding model developed for
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hydrocarbons is also tested. The accuracy of the results for the inelastic neutron 
scattering spectrum lie between those obtained from the purely empirical and 
first-principles calculations. First-principles calculations give results that agree 
with the data very nicely, and allowed us to identify the modes observed in 
the spectrum unambiguously. Comparison between calculated and experimental 
frequencies indicate that, regardless of the method used, the calculated A2„ mode 
energy is much higher than the experimental value. This may be due to an 
incorrect assignment rather than a failure of the calculations.
First-principles calculations are performed to optimize the atomic structure 
and lattice parameters of the solid cubane and alkali atom doped cubane. Using 
the optimized structure, the electronic band structure, state densities and charge 
density contour plots are calculated. Short range, chemical interactions play a 
dominant role in the cohesion of solid cubane. The cohesive energy per CgHg 
molecule (due to the short range interactions) is found to be 0.68 eV for the 
fully optimized structure in the low-temperature, orientationally ordered phase. 
This corresponds to the global minimum of the rhombohedral structure. This 
value is significant for a molecular solid and explains why solid cubane is stable 
at room temperature. The calculated cohesive energy is expected to increase if 
the van der Waals interaction is included. It is estimated that the van der Waals 
contribution to the total energy to be around 0.25 eV. Significant energy lowering 
is achieved by the optimization of the setting angle 0. The molecular orbitals 
of the CsHg dominate the band structure of solid cubane, in which the orbitals 
broaden into narrow bands. The locations of the peaks in the total density of 
states correlate very well with the level structure of the cubane molecule. The 
gap between the valence (HOMO) and conduction (LUMO) band is calculated 
to be ~  5 eV, which may be a slight underestimate. Energetics of the potassium 
doped solid cubane, where a K atom is placed at the center of rhombohedral 
unit cell, suggests that the doped crystal expands, but is stable relative to the 
pure constituents. Upon doping cubane with K, the lowest conduction band of 
solid cubane is slightly lowered, and becomes half-occupied. The analysis of the 
relevant bands and their charge densities indicates that the metallic band of the
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doped cubane is derived from the undoped solid cubane’s lowest conduction band 
with a significant contribution from the potassium atom.
First-principles calculations of the structures and electronic properties of 
various nanoropes have been carried out. It is found that small nanotubes in 
a rope are distorted elliptically with applied pressure and then are covalently 
bonded to each other at the positions of highest curvature point of nanotubes 
by sp^ hybridization of the carbon orbitals. For small nanotubes, the resulting 
one dimensional chains of elliptic carbon nanotube structure are found to be 
energetically more stable than the circular van der Waals nanoropes. Higher 
applied pressures resulted in more dense and complicated structures. Thus 
pressure induced polymerization of the nanotubes may provide a way of 
synthesizing novel carbon base materials with interesting physical properties. For 
example interlinking of the nanotubes may improve the mechanical performance 
of composites based on these materials.
It is shown that the electronic properties of a single wall carbon nanotube can 
be modified by introducing circumferential deformation. The variation of the 
band gap of (7,0) nanotube with elliptical distortion is investigated by tight- 
binding as well as first-principles methods. It is predicted that the elastic 
deformations may lead to the closure of the band gap. This enables one to 
control the value of the band gap by simple mechanical deformations. Exploiting 
this property multiple quantum structures are predicted on an individual (7,0) 
nanotube. Note that depending on the strength of the deformation, the band 
gap of the deformed region decreases and eventually vanishes with the onset 
of metalization. Owing to the band offsets in this structure the confined 
states localized over the barrier region are identified, which are important for 
device applications. Based on these interesting quantum structures and devices 
are predicted on a single nanotube, such as multiple quantum .well structures, 
resonant tunneling double barrier structures, rectifying junctions, and variable 
nanoresistors.
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